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KEAN ( 'OU.EGE OF NEW JERSEY

Council Ratifies Constitution
Quorum By One; Funded Group_s Win Sunshine Law
by R. Cleveland Stokes
In the first council meeting of
the new year, the once.bogged
down Student Organization
Constitution came to life after a
two year revision process.
The revised constitution
almost missed ratification due to
a lack of quorum. As the corporate
attorney
of
Student
Organization, Mike Lunga and
President Ray Parente impatiently watched the clock, late council
members came in. After a frantic
effort to round up a final council
member for quorum by senior
class Rep. Jim Cahalan, the
meeting was finally called to
order at 6:55 p.m., after almost
an hour's delay.
After a quick approval of the
agenda, the constitution became
the main issue on the floor. It was
apparent from the beginning
that the constitution would take
up a lengthy portion of the
evening.

In This
Issue ...
Audit

Lillian Marrero, the United
States Students Association coord(hator, spoke on behalf of the
U.S.S.A. COORDINATOR obtaining a seat on executive
board. The ex-officio position
would be added to Article 6 sect ion 1.
A debate began over whether
the U.S.S.A. coordinator and Assistant coordinator would have
the right to represent the student
body at all meetings of the
U.S.S.A. According to Danny
Lemberg, " we shouldn ' t have ·
the U.S.S.A. assistant go to the
convention, it shouldn 't be mandated in the constitution. " It
seemed apparent that Lemberg
may have been referring to the
actions of the past assistant
N.S.A. coordinator Jeff Dunbar.
According to one council
member, " Why should the next
Photo by Ralph ,,._bbate
assistant coordinator be
Student qrg. president Ray Parente flanked on his right by corporate lawyer and president of the Alumni
punished for the actions of
Association Michael Lunga who was at last Friday's council meeting to answer'legal questions about the
another. " After further debate
constitution.
·
the decision was made, and
dropped from 2/ 3 to 3/ 5 of
never made quorum. "
The
constitution
process
Marrero had received all of the
council. Cahalan added, " The
Danny Lemberg stated, "both dragged on, as a number of
requested changes.
difference would only be four
Gus Garcia and myself were on council members left the
After a request from the chair
people, the present number
the Marinelli administration, and meeting. Bill Comeaux added a
to entertain any new amendwould drop from 40to 36people we only remember three friendly amendment to Article 6
ments, Senior representative Jim
needed to attain quorum.
meetings that were missed. section 1, that would assure
Coho Ian asked that Article 5 secCoholan further added, "the Don't twist the minds of the in- minority repr~sentation to the
tion be changed. Coholan renocentl The amendment failed. executive board. The Third
quested that the quorum be- Marinelli administration almost
World Movement and the
Spanish Cultural Social Club
presidents will be able to sit in on
executive board meetings in a
non-voting capacity. The president of a funded group will also
have the opportunity to sit in on
jority instead of a select few was executive board meetings, if the
by R. Carlos Stokes
needed to help the Executive business to be discussed will deal
In an unexpected move, the president of the Third World
Board initiate programs for the specifically, with their particular
Movement, Kevin Reddick, resigned his elected position and
organization . Apparently it was funded group.
Vice-President Byron Still assumed the presidential duties of showrt last semester that the
After the ratification of the
t he organization.
student population was not
revised constitution it appeared
interested students to discus~e ready to accept that responsibilReddick's resignation letter
that the· patience of a few ex·e cufuture or the lack of future of the
simply stated that he had
ity. "
tive board members began to
Third World Movement.
resigned as president of the
Still would also like to set a wear thin . The constitution had
"There was a general lack of
Third World Movement, and
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
participation by students last
that his resignation would
semester.
The
Executive
Board
become effective December 6,
attempted to run programs and
1978. Still was officially recogevents based on input by
nized by Student Organization
students, but that input never
February 2 as the new president
came about. As a result the Third
of T.W.M. after showing Redby Bob Wade
World Movement appeared to
dick's resignation to members of
be non-existent," stated Still.
Two 18-year-old dormitory residents were released on •
the Executive Board of Student
" We did not want to dictate to $1,0{Xl'bail Feb. 1, on charges in connection with an alleged
Org.
our fellow students how their false withdrawal of money from the Franklin National Bank,
Many
students
expressed
organization was going to be
cpncern about the organization
run. I personally felt that the time campus police said.
last semester, and several emerPolice said they were able to
The students, both residents,
for
total involvement by the magency meetings were called by
were arraigned on charges of ob- identify the suspects through a
taining money by false pretense bank teller.
0btaining money by false
before Union Township Municipal Judge Herbert Blaustein , pretenses is a Grand Jury indictable offense, police said.
police records show.
The Union County ProseAccording to police records,
cutor's Office has confirmed
one resident student com- receipt of the case, according to
plained that sometime during the county records bureau. ,
Decembe·r, 1978, she disRalph Sullivan, of the county
covered her bank book missing. office, said the charge is a misdemeanor. It carries a maximum
" On December 15, 1978, it was penalty of three years imprisondiscovered that two persons had ment and a $1 ,000 fine, he said.
made a withdrawal in the
The county prosecutor ' s
amount of $125, using the Detective B-ureau is investigatbankbook that ·was reported ing the case, records bureau perstolen," a police report said .
sonnel said .
/
Sullivan said after a full inPolice investigators were able
to identify one of the persons vestigation, the case would be
who allegedly made the with- referred to the Grand Jury.
" The Grand Jury decides on
drawal, campus police said .
Subsequent investigation led the indictment," Sullivan said .
police to another suspect, police Blaustein was unavailable for
comment.
said .
It was unknown in what apartPhoto by Pat Gallante
The three students involved all ment the sl}spects reside, camByro~ Still, recently elected president of the Third World Moveresided ii} the same apartment.
pus police said.
ment, hopes to build a stronger and more effective organization.

Pr es id en t Resigns Suddenly

Third World To Rebuild

of Student Organization Inc. is ~lained ih
detail by ~he organization's business manager, Gus Cero. page 4

,.

Be Stiff

Residents Charged With
False Withdrawal of Funds

December, 1978, saw a
new stable of stiff hopefuls pull into the Bottom Line in NY for ·the
Be Stiff '78 Road Show.
Page 14

1,000 Points

Janet Savio became the
first woman athlete in
Kean College history to
make the mark.
See Centerfold,
Story Page 19
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Newsbeftt
Professional Women !\ssoc.

Mechanical Contracting Program
At Kean Draws Praise, Students

An announcement -on the fo rma tion o f th e Kean College Professional Women 's Associat ion nas been made b y Ann Walko, assista nt
to the dean o f students and ,Jresident of th e Associ ation.
According to Ms. Walko , "The group's goals are to en co ura ge
cooperation among warner> professional s, provide them with easie r
access to business contacts and assist them in obta ining upper.-level
positions based on ·ability and educat ional credentials ."
The Professional Women 's Association is an affiliate of th e Mid Atlantic Chapter of the Higher Educat ion Resource Se rvi ces (HERS)
which unite~ those institutions actively recruiting women , and mak es
recommendations for job openings in or above the midd le-man agement level.
The Kean Association has joined th e San Fran cisco-b ased Women's
Equ ity Communicat ions Network, an information re trieval service
for work ing women. The Network w ill keep th e college info rm ed
about women's activities in sim il ar groups across t he co untry.

" The demand for mechan ical
contractors is far greater than the
number of students we graduate,
apd it continues to increase," according to Dr. Glenn M . Thatcher, chairman of the Industrial
Studies Department.
As a maj or component o f the
construction
industry,
m echanical contracting involves the
purchase and installation o f
equipment
and
mater i als
needed to bu ild heat ing, plumbing, piping and air conditionin g
sys tems . Currently, two o f th e
most act ive employment areas in
•••
mechanical contracting in volve
specialists in air and pollution
The Institute of Child Stud y, a University affil iated program at Kea n . control and retrofitting major
plants and commercial bui ldCollege of New Jersey in Un ion , is sponsoring a conferen ce o n
ings fo r energy con serva t ion .
Preparing Individuals for Community Living - Emerging Problems of
" The cn odern-day needs fo r
DeinstitutionaJization, to be held March 16, 1979, from 8:30-4 :00 at
greater energy-effi cien cy and
the College.
,
specially-designed clim ate conThe conference will focus on the deinst itutional izati o n o f in d itrols in these sys tems· to acviduals classi fied as mentally retarded , an d will add ress emerging
comodate computer s, for
problems o f adjusting to community life after having spent years in an
instance, has created a lot of
institution . The conference will also consider community rea ction s to
work for the industry," Dr. Thatgroup homes for these individuals.
cher notes. " Many mechanical
The keynote address will be delivered by Dr. Burton Blatt, Dean ,
contractors are becoming
School of Education , Syracuse University. Dr. Blatt is an internation specialized in particular types of
ally known special educator in the field of mental retardation . The
construction including chemiother speakers are : Herbert Hinkle, ESQ., Deputy Public ADvocate,
cal , refining and power plants as
Protection and Advocacy System, Developmental Disabilities Office,
well as shopping centers and
New Jersey; Mr. Paul Dolan , Executive Director, One-to-One, New
York ; Dr. Robert Jaslow, Medical Director, New Lisbon State School , , hospitals."
Mechanical contractors
New Jersey; and Mr. Joseph Panza , Field Representative, Protection
natiol'lwide have recognized the
and Advocacy System, Developmental Disabilities Office, New
unusual aspects of the Kean
Jersey.
College
program . " While some
The fee, which includes all sessions and refreshn;ients, is $10. For
colleges offer mechanical confurther information, contact Dr. Rona Shaw, Institute of Child Study,
tracting as a two-year, technical
Kean College of New Jersey, Union, New Jersey 07083 (X2460) .
program or as a spin-off from
•••
mechanical engineering, Kean
provides the country's only fourThe Reading and Study Skills Center has been open since Monday,
•year baccalaureate program
February 5, to the entire college population , free of charge. Indidesigned
specifically
for
vidualized programs in reading skills, st-udy skills, listening skills and
mechanical contracting," Dr.
language development are offered as well as group instruction in test
Thatcher says. "The program has
taking, vocabulary and research .
a liberal arts foundat ion with an
An initial screening test provides the information necessary for
emphasis in appropriate rnanaprogram development. The student and staff member cooperatively
design instruction that is tailored to the individual's needs and as
closely allied to course work as is feasible.
The Center provides efficient and effective service to anyone who
wants to improve his reading skills. The location is Hutchinson Hall
202A, open 8:00 to 4:00 Monday and Friday, 8:00 to 8:00 Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday . The telephone number is 527-2072.

!I~

I

ICS Conference

Reading and Study Skills

The Union County Chapter, March of Dimes, is actively recruiting
volunteers for the annual Mothers March scheduled for Sunday,
January 21 , 1979.
According to Jeffrey M . Brindle, Executive Director, over 200
people have volunt~ered to canvass their neighborhoods for donations on behalf of the March of Dimes.
Brindle said that the chapter is continuing its efforts to recruit marchers and that anyone interested in•volunteering for the event should
contact the March of Dimes, 351-0320.
The Mothers March is a traditional event held each January in
which individuals personally appeal to their neighbors and friends
for contribution_s to help the National Foundation fight birth defects.

•••

King Tut Film
The 27-rninute film , " Of Time, Tombs and Treasures : The Treasures of Tutankhamen" will be given a free public showing at noon
on Thursday, February 22, at the Kean College Little Theatre in the
College Center.
The film features J. Carter Brown, director of the National Gallery
of Art in Washington, D.C., on location at the tomb site in Egypt.
Footage of the Tutankhamen exhibit at the National Gallery is included.

gerial and technical skills. It's
unique, and that's why we get so
many out-of-state
students,
some from as far away as Nigeria
and Kenya ."
The Kean program was initiated in 1972, largely through
the efforts of the Mechanical
Contracting Association of New
Jersey which recognized the industry's need for middle managers. Today, the program
graduates about 25 student
specialists each year -: many
with valuable summer work ex-

perience that included sa fary
and college credit hours in the
contracting field .
According to Mr. Donald C.
Rodner, president of the New
Jersey Association, " The Kean
program continues to elicit
growing support from members
of the Mechanical Contracting
Association of America throughout the country. The employment record of its graduates
attests to its success and vital importance to the industry. "

ABilalian .
Perspective

•••

March of Dimes Recruiting

Photo b y Joe Leatherwood

Dr. Thatcher says that graduates of the mechanical contracting technology program at Kean .ire more sought after than seeking.

by Kamau Jackson lmani
Reflecting on President
Carter's State of the Union Address and Vernon Jordan's State
of Black America, I wonder what
will the situation be like for Bilalians (Blacks) at Kean College in
the coming year.
·
As a result. of a new Housing
regulation put into effect last
year, priority for being admitted
into the residence halls wilt be
given to students living more
than twenty-five miles from
Kean. This regulation though not
racially motivafed will still have
the effect of reducing the
number' of Black students residing on campus, si nee many come
from the · su·r rounding urban

areas.
Affirmative Action has not
done much to increase the
number of Black administrators
or faculty members at Kean . In
the past year Blacks have lost
ground rather than gained in this
area. The bulk of minority hiring
this past year was Caucasian
women, which includes the new
Affirmative Action Officer. Why
is there an inadequate number
of Black faculty members? Why
have we lost so many of the few
we have had? The problem that
Blacks seem to have as administrators is that other than the
E.E.O . Director Blacks have not
risen hi gner dian· assistants in
their respective departments.

G■IAT

In the coming year Blacks
should make every effort to
voice their concern over these
discrepancies and other issues.
There is no better time than
now, during Black History
Month for Blacks on this campus
to make · a commitment to
become involved in many of the
activities and to accept at least
one responsibility that will be
ongoing for the rest of the school
year. It is so much easier to find
excuses such as, " I don't have
time," " I' m not _good at
anything." Everybody has something to offer. It's not about how
much you give. Offer whatever it
is you have. If you want things to
improve, then improve them.

''X'' SltECIAL

•••

"Entity" At Jazz Series
Mike Santiago and" 1:ntity," a five-piece fusion band , will appear in
the Kean College Jazz Serie, on February 12 at 8:00 P.M . in the
ollege Little Theatre. The public is invited to attend the free performance.
Mike Santiago, jazz guitarist and group leader, will be joined by
rummer Ronnie Glick, bassist Dave LaRue, pianist Bob Quaranta
nd percussionist Tom Baker.

•••

"Africa In Antiquity''

Your Wash, Cut & Blow Dry - • 12.se

Dr. Robert S. Bianchi, associate curator ot the Brook~yn Museum,
ill direct-a discussion on " Africa in Antiquity: A reappraisal " in the
ean College Little Theatre on February 15th at 12:30 P.M-. The public
s invited to attend the free lecture.

and

Your Faiend Goes Rl&I

•••

With This Coupon

(expires March 3)

f Children's Theatre
A special return engagement of Marshall lzen's " Aesop and Other
ables" will be presented Sunday, February 25, at 2:00 P.M . as part of
he Kean College Children 's Theatre Series. All seats are $1 .50. This
rforrnance has been added to the previously scheduled producion of " Twilight Crane" offered by the Theatre of the Open Eye, at 11
.M. and 1 P.M . on Satu·rday, February 24, for which a limited number
f $1.00 tickets are still available .
• * -

THEH:PIMLOOK

T H E NATURAL LOOK

EJINerlTI-~
•

HOUIII:
Ma., T.._, W.-1.
f:JI

L••· ,.M,

n...

PREc°ISION HAIRCUTTERS

Ivy Plaza Shopping Center ,
sos Irvington Avenue
Newark/So . Orange 37S-3131

HOURS:

Fri.
9:JO 1,tn.-7 p.m.
S■ I ,
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Change In CSL Program
May Help Loan Recipients
by Carlos de Sa
Students who have received Guaranteed Student Loans for
this academic year on a non-subsidized basis no longer have
to pay the 7% annual interest on their loan, according to John
Marcinski, Assistant Director of Financial Aid .
Marcinski explained that prior
to November 1, 1978, some guaranteed Student Loans were approved on what is known as a
" non-subsidized "
basis .
Students who are above a certain
income bracket (generally
$25,000) are requ ired to pay
interest on their loans while they
enrolled in school.
On 'the other hand, students
who receive subsidized loans
have the federal government pay
the 7% yearly interest on their
loans as long as they remain in
school.
" Students who have nonsubsidized loans should become
awa re of a very important
development," said Marcinsk i.
" On November 1 President
Carter signed the Student Assistance Bill which removes the income qualification from loans."
" Be c ause most students
received their loans for this year
before the bill was signed, the

law allows those students who
received non-subsidized loans
prior to Nov. 1 to convert them
to subsidized loans."
" In effect," continued Marcinski, " these students have to
reapply for the loan at the lending bank in what amounts to a
paper transaction ."
" I would guess that there are
probably at least a dozen
students who have received
non-subsidized loans and are
not aware of the conversion
process," stated Marcinski. He
was quick to point out that the
law only applies for this academic year. " Unfortunately, the
banks have not as a general rule
informed the students of the
change in the law," added Marcinski .
Students who want more information
about converting
their non-subsidized loans to a
subsidized basis should contact
the Financial Aid Office.

The
Homesteader
Campus Housing Consumer (_}ommentary
Well fellow residents, once
again this is your friendly neighborhood Homesteader bringing you another weekly discourse on life in the Residen ce
Halls.
Last week I discussed a very
important topic, and that of
course if you read my column
was about energy conservation . I
felt that topic had to be discussed
because very seldom do we as
residents consider energy conservation as something that
affects us as residents . Hopefully, if only a handful of you got
my message you can help to
spread the word.
This week I will discuss several
topics that also affect us as residents, that we should give a lot of
thought about in the upcoming
weeks and months. The Spring
semester is very important in that
a number of events will occur
that we can influence greatly if
we begin to give these events
some thought now, (I swear I' m
not going to give another ·sermon I) But seriously, we have
simply got to make our influence felt this semester or we will
not have room to complain later
on.

~--YETERAN AfFAIR BR1EfS_ _____ 1
by Walt McAdams
Steve Vence, the Coordinator
of Veteran 's Affairs at Kean
College, and his staff wish to
welcome all new and returning
veterans and to l!Xpress their
hopes that the spring semester
will be both successful ~-~d en-

joyable.
_
Of course, no semester is enjoyable when you V.A . check
doesn 't arrive on time, so Steve
would like to remind all returning veterans to drop by the Office of Veterans Affairs in the
_Kean b_uilding t~show_bim or a

Out there in the Atlantic Ocean on a suns~ine be~ch
there's going to be an outbreak of revelry this vacation
break. And after the sun goes down ... ~ell, you know the
effect that moonlight has on a celebration. We can only
hope it won't be a full moon.
Because from Jan. 13 through April 21 we're _opening
Nassau and Paradise Island to a wave of American college students. We have reason to believe that wave '!lay
reach tidal proportions. Proba~ly because of the price:
$269 including air fare and 7 nights hotel.
So there it is, young America. We guarantee yo~ the best
of dancing on the beach, water sports and a roaring party.
Beyond that, you're invited to improvise. And since your
talent for good timing is legendary, we've made preparations for you. We're going to be ready.
With open arms.
______ --,

,------1
•
...

I

501 Madison Avenue
2

I

F~'NG ::i?:J;:!i~:::

0694

I

□

$269
Jan. 13-Jan. 20

o Jan. 20-Jan. 27
o Jan. 27-Feb. 3

I
I
I
I
I

□ Mar. 3-Mar. 10

o

Mar. 10-Mar. 17

$319
D
D
D
D
D

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

17-Mar. 24
24-Mar. 31
31-Apr. 7
7-Apr. 14
14-Apr. 21

I-

I □ Alright! Sounds good! I've checked th! week I
I want to party and enclosed my $50 deposit.
I o Sounds good but I'd like to hear more. Send me
I your brochure.

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

Name_~~~~=============~~-=--=--=--=-- =

: ~:ress

State _ _Zip_

member of his staff proof of enrollment. Enrollment must be
verified each semster .
Steve wishes to point out that
the
receipt of educational
benefits is not automatic veterans must request the
money. To do this, the veteran
should bring a copy of his DD214
and his paid bill to our office in
the Kean bui lding, where we
shall submit his request for
benefits.
Also, any change in address or
change in credit load must be
reported promptly to the Office
of Veterans Affairs. Failure to do
so could result in underpayment, overpayment, delay ~n
receipt of monthly checks, or m
the case of a change of address,
possibly even the loss of monthly
checks. Before you change your
address or credit load, notify the
Office of Veterans Affairs :
notifying the records office
alone is not sufficient - you
must see us as well.
The Office of Veterans Affairs
will be open from 9 A .M . to 7:30
P.M. Monday through Thursday
and from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Friday.
Despite our efforts to retain
Mike Driscoll, the Veterans Administration Representative on
Campus (VROC), he has been
recalled to Newark. However,
our office can still process almost
any forms or inquiries which one
might need.

:

: INrE:~OLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC .

I
I
I
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I Telephone
.
~
NAssAU&PARADISE ISLAND.
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEK.

---~--------~

ATTENTION
Student
Organization
Funded Group
Evaluations

are now available in the Student Org. offices.
Any member of any funded
group can pick ~pan evaluation questionnaire to evaluate their particular funded
group.

The budgets for all Funded
Groups will have to be turned in
by February 15th, so if you want
to give input on how a Funded
Group should spent your
money, talk to that Funded
Group's Executive Board . I' m
sure that the Residence Hall
Association would appreciate
any ideas or specific programs
you can offer. If you are not willing to give input now don 't complain next year if you think the
particular programs don ' t suit
your particular needs. If you can
give the Executive Board of the
Residence Hall Association some
innovative recreational activity,
for God' s sake drop them a line.
Not only is the Residence Hall
Association going to need your
input, it is going to need your
support. When Student Organization 's budgetary hearing
come up, if we want our fair
share of the chocolate cream pie,
we have to be able to go to the
hearings in large numbers to
support our Funded Group. Any
bodies will help, believe me!
With a thousand residents we
should get more than three
grand a year for activities.
Toward the latter part of
February applications for the Executive Board of Student Organization Inc. will be available
for candidates . That's right folks,
not too long from now you can
expect candidates knocking at
your door, disturbing your
dinner and trying to get your
vote. Do not take these candidates lightly! One or more than
one may end up on the Executive Board of Student Org. Make
these quasi-politicians work for
your vote. Remember, one vote
has influenced an election in the
past. Maybe if we are lucky we
can make them realize that this
year the residents are going to

decide the outcome of this election . We have got to believe that,
and we have to make them
believe itl (How's that for dramatics? The person with the vote
makes the rules. (Proverb #16).
Not only are there going to be
Executive Board seat~ available
this semester, but there are also
going to be ·student Council
seats available.
Council seats are more important than students realize.
Not only do council members
get to vote on every issue, but
they have the oppor-punity to sit
on important committees, and
they have the final say when it
comes to budget approvals.
Think about it, pleasel Don ' t
make the Homesteader beg you
to get involved, my ego couldn ' t
take it. Whatever the case I will
do my best to keep you all informed about what is going on
here at good old Kean College,
and especially what issues d irectly affect us as residents. For any
would-be candidates out there, I
will be keeping my eyes on you.

The Homesteader is everywhere I Do you think I overdo it
sometimes?
Toward the latter part o f last
semester a n umber of people
made an effort to find out who I
am. Many residents think they
know who I am beyond a questionable doubt. Some residents
have even formulated a motive
for why I write this column . Well
the simple fact is I was asked to
write this column, I felt I was
qualified, and I accepted .
So I guess you can stick your
motive where it will do the most
good. (I stole that line from the

Krones, thanks alot fellas). That's
the way The Homeateade1r
bounces!
See you next time.

Eve Spring P·rograms
EVE (Education , Vocation, Em- opportunity to develop assertive
ployment), a community service skills in an atmosphere of respect
of Kean College of New Jersey, and responsibility.
Led by Mary Ann Bornmann,
will open its spring program with
EVE counselor and workshop
three workshops starting in Febleader the workshop will meet
ruary and March.
Gloria Deodato of Westfield, a from 9:30 to 11 :30 A.M. on six
Thursdays beginning March 1.
member of the International
The fee is $50 and the registration
Transactional Analysis Associadeadline is February 22.
tion, will teach a new course,
"Living With Teenagers," a
" Changing Your Life : New
Scripts for Old." Using basic mutual-support workshop for
transactional analysis theory, _ people who want to impro~e
relationships with teenagers, will
participants will learn how past
meet from 9:30 to 11 :JOA.M. on
behavior has prevented them
six Thursdays starting March 1.
from changing and growing in
Instructor Adrienne Anderson of
new situations.
Essex Fells was responsible for
This workshop should be parorganizing the Women's Center
ticularly useful to women facing
at Douglass College.
transitions such as divorce or
This workshop will consider
career-change. The group will
the characteristics and values of
meet from 9:30 to 11 :30 A.M . on
teen culture, the roles of parents
six Tuesdays beginning February
and ways to improve com.27. The fee is $40, and regismunication. The fee is $30, and
tration deadline is February 20.
registration deadline is February
" The Assertive Woman " is
22.
designed· to promote the as~erFurther information concertive expression of feelings
ning these and other EVE
through group discussion, role
programs is available at the EVE
playing and the use of videotape.
Office (201) 527-2210.
Group members will have the

ATTENTION
There is a Junior Class Council seat available to any interested
Junior.

PLEASE CONTACT:
Karen Wignall or Diana lbarria in Student Organization

l'age 4
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Student Org. Audit: No Signi ficant Wea kn esses
by R. Ca rlos Stokes

stated Cero. " What is approved
in the minutes has to correspond with what is actually
spent," added Cero .

The recently concluded audit of Student Organization Inc.
by the Newark firm of Ernst and Ernst gave the organization a
clean bill of health .

Photo by Pat Gallant e

Gus Cero, Business Manager ot Student Organization Inc., explained
the audit in laym.in's terms.

The audit was initiated in the
early part of November and was
not concluded until December
1, 1978. Because Student Organization Inc. operates on the
modified cash basis of accounting, ordinary auditing techniques had to be incorporated
with other auditing procedures
that Ernst and Ernst deemed
necessary, considering the specific circumstances of the organization .
According to Gus Cero the
Business Ma nager of Student Organization Inc. the auditing
techniques were different
because the organization does
not use a profit and loss system to
calculate its funds. All the
revenue received by Student
Org. from activity fees are recognized when received rather than

when earned, and expenses are
recognized when they are paid .
Cero explained further that
the audit did not only concentrate on general accounting procedures but also concentrated
on the internal controls, as well
as the accuracy of the organization 's recording techniques. The
auditor .scrutinized purchase
orders, canceled checks , as well
.as the bills received by Student
Org. to determine just how
effective the internal controls of
the orga nization were. The
minutes of Student Council
meetings also play an important
role in the auditing procedure
because the final decision
concerning expenditures is the
responsibility of the Council.
" Only the Council 's fi nal decision warrants an expenditure,"

Detailed Statement of Changes In Appropriated Fund Bal ances
Student O rganization of Kean College of New Jersey, Inc.

Fund Balanc es
At August

Jl
Capt tal Expenditures
Cla ss of 19 77
Class of 1978
Clas s of 19 79
Clan of 1980

Clas s of 1981
College Center Board

1976-19 77
~

1977

Oa.y Care Center

72 . 39

72 . 39

16, 07 0. 00
130 . 00
12,868. 00

2 ,60 2.9 0
49 7 . 36
537 .28
6 .31

810 . 00
10 5 , 266. 00
3,915. 00
2, 3 55. 00
1,815. 00

S

575 . 00

94.96

3. 01
334. 6 3

3. 0 1
334 .63

s

Receleta

5 , 295,46

s 1,492.56
3, 0 76.13
313.59

94 .96

Engl lsh Club
Feminists for Equal I ty
Fine i\rt S t udent Assoc iation
Cr ubstreet
Independent

1977-1978
AE:er oeriations

S 1 , 492 56
3, 076 .13
313.59

2 , 602 . 90
1, 243. 06
537 . 28
6. 31

Communica.tlon-Help Center
Counc il for Exceptional Childre n

1976-1977
Disburument •

Unexpended
19 76-1977
Appro prlatl ons
Transferred To
Reserve Fund

s

S 5 , 024 . 00
1,607 . 50
6 , 429 . 79

215 . 00
140 . 00
1 , 464. 00
3 , 140 .oo
46 , 20 2,46
1,300.00

tnterut.ional Student A1uoclal1on
1lC1V-Te\tvis1on

)l\.70

3 , 542.58
891. ) 8
155.00

Kean Co llege Athleti c Associati on
Kean College Science Organ! zat ion
Nanageaent Sc ience ASS0<' 1ation

!1eaonbtlia
National Stud ent Aljsociatlon
Parent Line 19 76- 1977
Pa-rent Line 1977-1978
Philosophy Club

S27.09

3,315. 08

6 , 238.87

6,472.53
62.87
20 7 .80
57 . 04

52 1. 70
254. 59
419.50
155 . 00

233. 66
62. 87

55 , ,00 . 00

Disbursementli

6 ,6 5\.95

493 .85
25 , 698.00
6,546.66

4,309 . 20

Fund Salancea
At Augus t
31 1978
s

986. 26

14,907 . 93

1,162.07
130 . 00
12 , 868 . 00

321 . 51
107, 086 . 83
5,101.50
8,628.27
1,696.08

488.49
3,203,17
591.70
156.52
118,92

1 , 457.19
3 , 069 . 10
45 , 196 .9 2

215 .oo
140 . 00
6 . 81
70 . 90
1 , 005 . 54

1 , 162 . 88

137 .12

56.584.09
386 . 91

S.074.86
57 9 . 82

19,820 . 08
6, 063 . 56

5, 877.92
483.10

207-80
2 , 850 .2 2

3,352 . 79
297 ,73

(4 45.53)
70,62

368.35

Political Science Club
Public Ad ■ lni stu.t i on Club
Psychology Club
Res idents Association
S.C •.A.T.E.

61.52

61.52

99 7 .60
556.00

283 .98

1,156 . 01
457 .80

125.57
98.20

360.47
418 . 14
1 , 124.99

360 . 47
418 .1 4
1,124.99

3,138.00
2 , 235 . 00

12 ,8 5
114.61

3 , 072 .83
1,682.90

78 , 02
666. 71

Social eo-Htee
Soe hl Wo rk Club
Spanish Cul tu ral Social Club
Squires First Aid Squad
Student Count: l L

376.74
256 . 56
75 . 90
664,45
8,171.45

376. 74
256 . 56
75 .9 0
624 .90
6 , 928.77

9,580 . 24
500.00
1,515 . 00
2 , 740 . 00
100,833. 97

8,770.66
2 ,170.3 5
1, 0 76.43
1 , 547 . 58
98,542.26

809 .58
216.55
488.57
1,192.42
5, 960.61

Student Organ izati on Projects
Third World !10.,ement
Townse nd Lecture Series
WKCU-b dt o

12 , 364 . 52
1,9 73 . 54
687 .92
873.19

39,954 . 80
11, 580 . 00
16,000.00
5 , 462 .1 5

786.48

505.21

3, 193. 02
1 , 973.54
687 .9 2
367 .98

10.00

26,350 .33
10,319 . 65
15 ,2 27 .98
4,507.39

14,390.95
1,260 . 35
772.0 2
964. 76

S20 1 585 . 25

s21 1 128.89

j484 1185. 54

j28 1673 . 74

j454 . 324 . 74

!59 . 945. 60

39.55
532.24
9,171.5 0

Statements of Assets and Fund Balances
August 31
1978
ASSETS
Cash in Checking Account
Cash in Savings Account
Investment Account-Principal
(approximates market)

FUND BALANCES
Appropriated Fund
Reserve Fund

$

19 77

1,192.05
82,043.13

$

966.06
84,171.29

151,261.91

98,541.39

$23414 97. 09

$183,678.74

$ 59,945.60
17415 51.49

$ 49, 098 .11
134,580 .63

$234,497.09

$183 , 678 . 74

Statements o f Changes In
Appropriated Fund Balances
Student Organization of
Kean College of New Jersey, Inc.

1 ,886.90
50.00
2, 958.46

Martin
Clark
(Continued from page 19)
poised under the pres ' ure. During the game I almost killed
coach Palermo when I spun the
ball around my in dex finger. I
was just showing off but it was my
last game. I like to be known as
someone who loved the game,
but not afraid to see its humorous side."

At the beginning of every
semester Student Org. receives
money from the Activity Fee paid
by full-time students. This
money and all other receipts are
placed in the Reserve Fund.
These funds are then designated to the thirty-eight Funded
Groups, and then placed in the
Appropriate Fund. As of August
31 , 1978, the Reserve Fund had a
balance of $134,580.63. This
balance w ill vary depending on
how much mo ney is received or
expended.
Oftentimes the actual cash
flowing into the organization exceeds the am ount of money that
will actually be spent for any
given month . " We tend to spend
more toward the latter part of
the semester than in the beginning when the money is actually
coming in, "
stated Cero .
Because more money comes in
at the beginning of the semester
than is actually needed at that
time
Student
Organization
makes Short-term investments.
These investments include
Treasury . Notes,
Banker ' s
Acceptances, and Certificates of
Deposit.' "There are no lucrative
or flamboyant investments made
in stocks and ~orporations," explained Cero. "The only way
these investments could fail, is if
t he governme nt failed," stated
Cero. Most of the short-term
investments pay off in one to
three monies, dependi ng on the
in vestment during the months
Student O rg. really needs the
money. The organizati o n never
has to work at a deficit.
The conclusion of the .audit by

Ernst and Ernst "did

not

reveal

any weaknesses (they) believed
were significant, how ever, it
should be not ed that a co ntinuing evaluati on o f the p rocedures .a nd co ntrols is necessary
since procedures- may become
inadequate because of changes
in cond itio ns .and personnel, and
also that the degree of compliance with the procedures may
deterio rate." " The audit proves
that t he current system works
very well," said Cero. " The
organization's procedures and
controls are very strict and to
devia te fro m them w o uld cause
problems," Cero concluded.

SEND LIVING
VALENTINES.
FTD LoveBundle Bouquet.

FTD Valentine
Bud Vase.

Yea r End ed August 31
19 78
19 77

Receipts:
Appropria't ions from Reserve Fund
Additional app r opriati o ns for pre c edi ng ye a r
Organiz.acion r eceipts
Funds received from the S tate o f New Je r sey

$4 88 , 860 . 54
27 . 09
2 1 I 148 . 52
2 , 850 . 22
512 , 886 . 37

$ 4 7 1, 689 . 33
51!+
30 ,4 67 . 60
4 , 59 5 . 78
507 , 266 . 7 1

Disbursements and Tran s fers:
Dis bursements fr o m a ppropriati o n s
Oi s bursemenLs f r o m prior yea r app r op ri atioris
Unexpended appropriati o n s tran sfe rr e d t o

454 , 324 . 74
20 , 585 . 25

459 , 099 . 20

27 ,1 28 . 89

56 , 372.0 4
577 593 . 75

Res erve Fund

502 , 038 . 88
NET IN CREASE ( DECREASE) FOR THE YEAR

Fund Ba l ances a t Be gi n n i ng of Year
FUND 8AL.\NCES AT E~D OF YEAR

.oo

6Z ,1 22 . 51

10 , 847 . 49

(7 0 , 327 . 04)

49 , 0 98 . 11

11 9 1 425 .I S

S 59 , 945 . 60

S 49 1098 . 11

_
I ndependent

Needs

You

Those FTD Florists really
get around ... for you!
ITO LoveBundle~ Bouquet, usually available for less than $17.50.
ITO Valentine Bud Vase, usually available for less than $10.00. As an
Independent businessman, each ITO Florist sets his own prices. Service charges and delivery may be additional. Most ITO Florists accept
major credit cards.
© I 9 79 Florists' Transworld Delivery.
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Quit Smoking Project
by Carlos de Sa
A cigarette smoking research project will be conducted
during the spring semester by Dr. Michael Jaffe of the Psychology Department in order to help and instruct people who
want to quit the habit.
" A secondary aim is to develop
empirical evidence regarding
the usefulness of a cost-effective approach to quitting," said
Jaffe. He indicated that the most
efficient and current methods
would be employt!d in the
research project.
Jaffe plans to develop individual
programs
especially
tailored to the individual needs
of each person . According to
Barry Friedman, Jaffe's research
assistant, " The program will emphasize a gradual rather than a
gigantic change in the subjects'
routine." ·
Some of the techniques employed could include: relaxation methods; lectures on what's
harmfu t abo1.1t smoking, or,
conversely, what's beneficial
about it; asking a subject to pick
a specific date to stop smoking,
or to cut his smoking in half and
then
altogether;
confining
smoking to one particular place,
to certc1in times; even the
removal of ashtrays .
Although these techniques
will almost always work, Friedman said that unless they're
followed through, a relapse
could occur within six months.
He stressed the importance of a
parallel maintenance program to
" teach ppeople to teach
themselves to quit and stay quit. "
Jaffe also intends to monitor
the subjects·' weight in order to
avoid, or at least not to exceed,
the average five pound weight
gain by someone who stops
smoking.
The recent report issued by

the U.S. Surgeon-General stated
that the number of young
smokers has increased since the
time the last report was issued.
The previous report certified
that smoking is harmful and involved in the incidence rates of
cancer, heart disease, circulatory ailments, and other
diseases. The newly issued study

confirms the negative side
effects of smoking in an even
more forceful manner.
Jaffe urges all those students
interested in learning more
about the project to fill ou t the
confidential questionnaires that
will be made available at the Psy- .
chology Department immediately, or at the library for a one
week period beginning on or
about February 5. A researcher
will contact anyone who has
completed this form early in the
semester.

Council Ratifies
(Continued from page 1)
taken two hours to pass and
council started to become a bit
unmanageable. Parente yelled
for attention, " Order, yeah you
Gus," referring to Student Organization Treasurer Gus Garcia.
Parente added · " You ' re out of
order and if you continue, I' ll
throw you out. "
Dean of Students Pat Ippolito
spoke on behalf of the Alumni
Association.
Ippolito
asked ·
council to purchase $340.00
worth of ties and scarves. The ties
and scarves would have the
college insignia printed on them,
and would be used for awards.
The motion failed, as Howard
Popper, Senior class President
summed up the proposal " If you
have to explain this proposal in
one word it would be ludicrous!"
In other business the
proposed increases for Student
Org. employees Gus Cero and
Ann McKnight were passed after

a lengthy explanation by Ray
Parente. Council also gave
Parente its approval to investi-

gate the possibilities of installing a large viewing screen in the
K.C. Pub. It was announced that
Dr. Don Lumsden will conduct,a
seminar in parliamentary procedure, in the very near future. A
quorum count was called and
the meeting ended shortly
afterward.

Photo by Joe Leatherwood

Dr. Michael Jaffe of the Psychology Department is initiating a smoking research project to help people quit.

Third World To Rebuild

(Continued from page 1)

foundation for the Third World
students to start "i nitiating and
building a stronger and better
Third World Movement."
" I would like to see greater
rapport between T.W.M . and
other funded groups and organizations on campus, such as
S.C.S.C., P.R.O.U.D., CCB, the
Evening Student Council, as well
as Student Activities."
" Even with a stronger rapport
with these groups, it is meaningless unless TWM becomes a lot
stronger itself," added Still. The
new president believes that one
of TWM's weaknesses might be

the fact that not enough Third
World students are involved in
decision-making organizations
on campus that directly affect
the Third World Movement.
" Part of the process will be to involve our students in decision
making within our organization, as well as outside our organization," explained Still.
Still also stated "that he had
initiated several programs for the
upcoming semester, and .where
T.W.M. is going in the future
depends alot on how these
programs are supported." "I
would . like to see the programs
T.W.M. has lined up for this

First Sex-For-Grades Case To Get To (:ourts
by Jay Stevens

said no three or four times. He
said , ' You have a really turn-meon-body.' I left then. "

Court also ruled that women in a

movie." Referring to °Doyle's

private institution can go direct-

arguments, he explained, " You

semester run as scheduled and I
hope that they can create the
positive results we are all looking
for," stated Kenneth Rowe, a
member of T. W . M . Rowe stated
further, " that he believed Still is
capable of handling the position and has enough support to
move the organization in a
positive direction." "I am behind
him 100%," Rowe concluded.
"Third World can't continue
to progress at the pace it has
been moving or it will be dead
before anyone realized it was
dying," said Still. The Third
World Movement is going to
make every effort to get old and
involved , and
growth of a
stronger organization. " This organization has to be strong and I
am looking forward to having a
major say in how it is going to be
new

members

promote

the

ly to the courts for remedy,

know all the tricks and gim- run, " concluded Still.
micks, and it still manages to
convince you. "
she testified , because Dean
Raymond Duvall, a boyish, school or the federal governblack-haired professor who ac- ment. Thus Yale, if it loses this
Anne Simon, Price's attorney Balough had allegedl y countively cultivates his reputation as case, stands to lose all its federal
and herself a Yale law grad, seled that nothing could be
a tough grader, emphatically aid.
maintained that " the issue here done. But in spring, 1977, the
Regardless of Duvall's innodenied offering any student an A
is the adequacy of Yale's pro- Yale Women 's Caucus had
So argued the contenders in in exchange for sex. He testified cence or guilt, the rulings are
cedures to deal with sexual har- collected evidence of sexual harthe first sex-for-grades case ever he remembered nothing about thought to be the first formal
assment. Did Pamela Price have rassment at the school and took
to reach a courtroom. And speaking to Price on the day in case law that clears the wa y for
an avenue to pursue within the it to the ' administration. "We
students to legally protect themalthough the Yale sexual har- question.
were treated," recalls Ronnie
university? "
selves against sexual harrassassment trial ended last week, it
Do.yle countered, "T he only Alexander, one of the comPrice asked no damages in her ment in academia.
may be weeks before Judge Ellen
question in this case is what plaintants, " like a bunch of
Price testified that she visited
Burns reaches a decision, and suit, though she did ask that Yale
happened, and no other." screaming women who were not
years before the issues and emo- establish formal procedures for Eva Balough, a personal friend
Toward that end , Doyle called telling the truth ... They told (us)
tions generated in a cramped · investigating charges of sexual and dean of Yale's Morse Colnumerous middle and high-level to get a lawyer." Alexander and
harrassment. Yale, on the other lege, immediately after Duvall
courtroom here are resolved .
Yale administrators, who testi- four other filed a class action suit
hand, generally defended itself allegedly made his offer.
fied Yale's investigation of the in August. At the point Balough
" I'd be surprised if the deci- by saying the harrassment never Balough, according to Price, said
matter had been scrupulous and contacted Price, just back from a
such offers were common, but
sion came by March," said one took place.
thorough. They conceded the student exchange program in
that nothing could be done.
lawyer, citing judicial caution in
investigation began more than a Tanzania, and asked if Price
The pre-trial legal _maneu- Balough denies saying it. " I told
the face of such an explosive
year after the alleged inci dent, wanted to file a formal comvering, during which Yale her, ' Pam, this is like a rape case
case. At issue is what happened
but faulted Price for not filing a plaint. She also advised Price to
on and after June 6, 1976, when repeatedly tri ed to have the case in court, The woman says it
formal complaint or' going avoid the class action suit. Price
Price, a 1978 grad now at Berk e- dismissed, produced a number happened. The man says it
through channels. Though no then filed, though Duvall had by
ley Law School, claims Duvall, of legal precedents . It estab- didn 't.' "
one apprised Price of what the that time left Yale for the UniIndeed, William Doyle, Yale's
teaching her political science lished that sexual harrassment is
proper channels were, it was a ver.sity of Minnesota.
course, offered her an A if she a form of sexual discrimination, attorney, argued it as he might a , moot point , Yale argued,
In November, Price was told
.
and
thus
a
complai
nt
that
can
be
rape case. For a day and a ha lf,
slept with him, and a C if she
because the proposition never that an impartial panel of three
legally pursued under Title IX of the small bulky lawyer poked
professors had reviewed her
refused .
occured.
the Education Amendments of and chipped at Price's story. Did
Price, who ultimately did work in Poli Sci 39B, and had
" He asked me if I really, really 1972, which prohibits schools she keep up with the reading for
receive a C in Political Science upheld the grade of C. Price
wanted an A," Price testified. " I from placing conditions on each lecture? (Price said she
39B, first filed a formal complaint immediately joined the class ac~aid I'd like an A, but it wasn't an women' s education that are not didn 't remember). Did she
in September, 1977. She delayed, tion suit.
insane desire. Finally he asked, present on men 's education. Last remember what the weather was
November,
the
Federal
District
" Will you make love to me? " I
on Jun'e 6, .1976? Did she recall
what she wore? What kind of
door was there to Duvall's office. (Continued from page 6)
couldn 't show anything but their withered diplomas. Soon, many of
Wooden? Steel? Did the door
the class of 1978 withdrew from attending reunions and parties for
have glass?
fear of being outcast by their lack of yearbooks. And sadly enough,
After the last question, Duvall
many turned to drugs and alcohol to escape from their anxieties. It
strode to the press table, and,
was a sad case indeed.
banging the polished wood,
Now I know I' m going to hear a thousand excuses about how
boomed, " What is at issue here is
nobody helped the poor yearbook staff, how the student body was
this woman 's credibility. " He
apathetic, etc., etc., etc. The trouble is I' ve been hearing those exclaimed she was a mediocre
cuses for the past six months and still no yearbook. Any yearbook staff
Free pregnancy tes.ting and counseling
student who brought the suit for
that doesn't have the book out NINE MONTHS after the class has
self-serving reasons.
graduated doesn't even deserve to be called a staff. The point is fellas
" My God," said a third-year
Birthright 743-2061.
and gals - Enough excuses, let's have the book. At least before I' m
student who, along with seemeligible for Social Security.
ingly hundreds of other Yale
Impatiently Yours,
students, observed the trial, " it's
Sal Cardaci
like a well-edited psycho

NEW HAVEN, CT (CPS) -

It
happened, says Pamela Price.
Ray_mond Duvall denies it. Yale
University calls its investigation
thorough . Pri ce says it was " a
sham and a farce."

without first complaining to the

That Book

Probl~m Pregnancyl

/
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Squires First Aid
Drives For Members

It's tough to get started again.

***
There have been many complaints voiced to us questioning
the reaso·n ing for the mid-year studies program . While we' ve
never been a participant in the program due to it's cost and the
time involved, (someone always says, "Time is money") we
must, nevertheless; question the rationale of a program that not
only costs a great deai but has so many hidden costs .
A student that works to pay for college is put at a g~eat disadvantage by the mid-year studies program: it's tough to find a
part-time jo_
b for a month in the winter and tough to find a
summer job if you won't be available until a month after other
students are because your semester started late. ·
Sure, mid-year (January) is a great time to do other things
besides go to Europe, you can go skiing, go to Florida or travel
elsewhere, but, we would rather go to school.

***
The Student Organization Incorporated of Kean College has
ratified a new constitution. We apologize that the cover Student
·council story doesn ' t begin to do justice to that event or the circumstanc~s surrounding it.
It has been over 12 years since Student Org. has ratified a
constitution and by-laws, though they have tried several times.
Off hand, both the 1971 administration and last year the
Marinelli administration were unable to offer a new document
for approval to Council.
lt is to the credit of the Parente Administration not only that it
has passed a new constitution but also that it met at all that night.
With all the 'back to school after a month and a half off blues'
there was quorum for council to convene that night. True,
quorum was only obtained after someone (someone very close
to us, we might add) had to literally run across campus looking
for council members, but, the fact remains that council met and
ratified the constitution by consent . For this, the Student Council of the Parente Administration warrants our congratulations
and our thanks.
Now, if w~ ' could only get every new student a copy ...

The Squires' First Aid is once again looking for members of the
Kean commun ity to join our service group. It is impossible for our 8
fully trained melJ)bers to run the Squad as a full time service. During
January, three of our members became Instructors of Advanced First
Aid & Emergency Care, also including Emergency Childbirth an.d
Light Extrication. We also have several CPR Instructors (CardioPulmonary Resuscitation) .
This training is necessary to be an aqive ambulance attendant. An
additional course in Defensive Driving is also required to drive the
ambulance given through the National Safety Council by Police Departments. Therefore, the " 5 Points" training program includes : 1.
Advanced First Aid , 2. Emergency Childbirth, 3. Light Vehicle Extrication, 4. CPR and 5. Defensive Driving.
Instructors on the Squires' First Aid Squad can train anyone in 4 of
the 5 points. All training takes approximately 80 hours of lecture and
practical skills.
·
You may be asking what is the value of this training after I'm off the
squad and out of school?
A. A person who is prepared to help others is better able to care for
himself; B. A trained first-aider can teach others, promote safety attitudes in others, and help others; C. First aid training is good preparation for helping in disaster emergency; D. Study of accident causes,
effects, and prevention fosters safety awareness at home, at work,
during recreation, and on streets and highways.
After successful completion of a course one receives a certificate
from the American National Red Cross signed by your Red Cross
volunteer instructor. We are asking you members of the Kean
College Community - students, faculty, staff- to join your First Aid
squad so we can keep our slowly diminishing service alive. Fifteen
volunteers are not enough people to care for the amount of people
on this campus. If you can help us out in any way please attend the
Membership meeting Feb. 12 or 14 at 8:00 p.m . at Squires Headquarters. PLEASE HELP US!

Where Is That Book?
To the Editor:
Once upon a time there was a graduafing class of 1978 who
attended Kean College of New Jersey. This class was just like so many
other classes that had passed through the hallowed halls of Kean and
had been nurtured by the noble principles of higher education. This
class of 1978 was indeed very similar to other graduating classes of the
seventies except for one thing. THEY DIDN'T HAVE A YEARBOOK
TO CALL THEIR OWN. Now, this may seem a trivial point to some
people, but not to the class of 1978. These poor souls were constantly
asked by friends, family and students, " Where is your yearbook? We
. want to see you in your college yearbook." But the class of 1978

(Continued on page 5)
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Union, N.J. 07083 - Phone 355-0174 or on campus extension 2339
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KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY
OFFICE OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
As an affirmative action / equal employment opportunity
institution , it is the policy o f the College that in all matters concern ing the recruitment, selection, and adm ission of students;
and in all matters relating to employment with, or employment sponsored by the College, no person shall be discriminated against for reasons of race, creed, sex, national origin,
religion, political affiliation, or handicapping conditions.
Inquiries about compliance in these areas may be directed to
the Directqr of Affirmative Action, Ellen M. Curcio, 1126, (201)
527-2505.

,oit
ii'

The International Swimming Hall of Fame

This policy is in-compliance with federal regulations issued
under Title VI, Title VII, Civil Rights Act of 1964; Executive
Order 11246, as Amended ; Title l·X, Educational Amendments
of 1972; Section 504, Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as Amended;
and the Veterans Assistanee Act of 1972, as Amended.

~

t·

Sponsors

"'ll,

SWIM-A-THON

,l·

Saturday, February 10 from 9-11 A.M. 0-cj,._'->
4.:
For Swimmers of All Ages
'l,'l,
At the Kean College Pool
Y

The Kean College Women's Swim Team and the Physical Education Department will
combine in an attempt to raise $1000 in order to purchase a record board for the pool and
support the special Olympics.
For further information, contact the Athletic Office at 527-2436 or Peggy G_raessle and
Patti Holds, Co-Captains.
AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
The regular meeting of the
A.M.A., will be on the 13 of
February at 3:30 p.m. in room
J-301. The featured guest
speaker will be Joan Clark,
Community Affairs Manager
for Avon Products, Inc. New
members and all other interested are welcomed to
attend.
LOST
Anyone finding a gold bracelet
~ contact Kathy at Computer
Center (CSS106), 527-2016 or
leave a mess.age with the
secretary.

Interested in participating in golf l Contact Ray Murphy at
527-2323 or the Athletic Dept. 527-2435.

c)

HEART WINNERS
Give
Someone
You Love

Each month from October through May, companies, government agencies, and graduate schools will send representatives to
Kean College campus to interview interested seniors. Student
should contact the Kean College Office of Career Planning and
Placement if they wish to participate in our recruitment program.
The following companies will be recruiting on our campus in the
near future:
Date

Company

All Heart Winnen must be receind by 3:INI p.m. on MonditJ, hbruary

Major

2/ 8/79 Provident Mutual
2/ 14/79 Alexander's, Inc.
2/ 15 /79 Kemper Insurance
2/ 15/79 Travelers Insurance
2/ 20/79 Oakite Products
2/ 21 /79 Fireman's Fund
2/ 22/ 79 Allergan Pharmaceuticals
2/ 26/ 79 Pizzagalli Construction
2/ 28/79 Sterns Department Store

A

Heart Winner
for only 50e
,~~

All Majors
All Majors
Management Sci., Actg.
Liberal Arts
Mngment Sci. , Computer Sci.
Liberal Arts with strong
business bac-kground
All Majors
Management Sci., Actg.
Liberal Arts
All Majors
Industrial Technology
(Mechanical Contracting)
All Majors

.

Send Sweet Nothings, this year the Independent is giving
students the opportunity to send Heart Winners. This personal
message will be published in the February 15th issue. For only
50¢, you can send your " special person in your life" a love
greeting.
Their NanM
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Estelle Parsons

as

Miss Margarida
Wilkins Theatre
Feb. 14., 15

8 P.M.

All Tickets Available
Now At
Wilkins Box Office 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Hutchinson Lobby 7' p.m. to 8 p.m.
Tickets $2.00
For Further Information Call 527-2044

Sponsors:
College Center Board
Co-Curricular Programming Board

All Letters to the Editor must be typed and submitted to the Editor by
3:00 P.M. the Friday prior to publication. All letters must be signed,
although names will be withheld from publication upon request.

a;;

The OP-Ed is a vehicle for anyone in the campus community to express an opinion that would
interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuable. All articles should be Umhed to 600 words and su
mitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday.
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''The Homecoming~~_. Ultimate Realism and a Slice of Life To Go
by Dawn Shepherd
There's nothing predictable
(to be sure) about the latest
offering by the whole Theatre
Company of Montclair. Their
production of Harold Pinter's
" The Homecoming " is the finest
play I have seen this year.
The British playwright , Harold
Pinter, is not often done in New
Jersey. Pinter is a remarkable
playwright, not tailor made for
the masses. As a playwright,
Pinter has in many ways broken
with theatrical tradition and
created his own genre of theatre.
The controversial , suspensefilled play has been called " outrageous," " grotesquely funn y, "
and " astonishing in its verbal
candor ." It has also been ca lled
Harold Pinter's most representat ive, his best, and rn·ost important play.
The characters in "T he
Homecoming" are close to the
extreme edge of living so that
their actions are more exaggerated and f urther from n ormal
behavior.
The realism depicted by the
working class setting is offset by
the alternating tonalities of the
continuing confrontations.
At times dialogue takes absurd
turns when every day speech is
repeated over and over again to
the effect of supra-realism .
"The Homecoming " is as dis-

turbing to watch as it is fas cinating.
The plot is a bit incredible. The
family 's livelihood has for at least
two generations depended on
prostitution and the behavior we
witness in this " typically working
class family " appears obscene.
By the end of the play, however, ·
one never doubts that thi s was
anything short of reality .
The acting of the players was
nothing short of superb .
Everyone had their accents down
pat and each appeared natural in
their respective roles .
The key to the success o f
Pinter's "The Homecoming" lies
in the acting. The spa ces inbetween the dialogue are fi ll ed
with the presen ce of the actors.
Ruth, portrayed by Maggie
Abeckerly, has almost noth ing to
say in the play yet her mere
presence on stage is command ing. She wears an eternal self
satisfied grin when something of
importance is happening as if she
were amused by the whole thing.
Ruth accepts her role as prostitute with amusement although
exactly who is being used is
arguable.
W.T. Martin 's portrayal of Lenny, the slightly sadistic middle
brother, is outstanding. He looks
like a gangster in his pin stripe
suit and his attitude conveyed
just the right amount of nasti-

Photo by Phillip Danzig

Max (Louis Zorich) has a meeting of minds with his daughter-in-law Ruth (Maggie Abeckerly) in a scene
from "The Homecoming" by Harold Pinter.
ness without overp laying it.
Louis Zorich is fine as Max, the
70-year-old patriarch who spits
on everything in his sight. Max
McLean is very good as the
youngest son Joey, who wants to
be a boxer. He's kind of like
Sylvester Stallone with half of his
brain removed .

Appollo Dukakis is excellent in
the role of Teddy , the oldest son
who comes home with his wife
Ruth for a bizarre homecoming.
Ronald Durling adds a ni ce professional touch as Sam , the quiet
bachelor uncle with a secret.
Pinter is a challenge for any
theatre company to do and I' m

glad to see the WTC take a gamble on something of artistic merit
rather stick to a safe drama. I
recommend
" The
Homecoming" to anyone interested in
theatre. It is playing till February
25th at the Whole Theatre Company in Montclair, 544 Bloomfield Avenue (744-2989) .

.No Sex Please We're British
answers an ad in a magazine to
by Deborah Orazi
The Paper Mill Playhou se in , sell, she thinks, Swedish crystal in
her
home , " Just
like
Millburn is presenting until FebTupperware! " she gushes .
ruary 11th "No Sex Please We're
Instead the cou ple is sent unendBritish " starring Rachel Gurney,
ing boxes of blue films and crates
better known as Lady Marjorie of
of books titled, '' 1001 Perver" Upstairs Downstairs" fame,
sions." Enter Rachel Gurney as
heading a fine Anglo-American
the stereo typical interfering
cast.
mother-in - law and house guest
A farcial comedy of errors,
who must be kept in the dark
" No Sex ... " enjoyed a successful
about those special delivery pa crun in London before coming to
kages at all costs.
the United States under the
Despite Ms. Gurney's featured
direction of Vivian Mata Ion , well
billing, the real star of the show
known in London 's West End for
proves to be Stephen Ternperhis directorial skills .
ley in the role of the hyperactive
The play, written by Anthon y
bank teller, Brian Runnicles.
Marriott and
Alistair
Foot
The laughter begins when
revolves around a pair of newlyBrian is recruited to dispose of
weds, Francis and Peter Hunter,
the naughty matter hidden in his
and their efforts to be rid of
friends, the Hunter's, apartment
pornographic materials sent to
atop the bank . Ternperley 's
them by mistake. The roles are
campy portrayal of the halfwitplayed convincingly with British
ted Brian garners 80 percent of
accents by two American s, Susan
the evenings laughs and his flexSharkey and David Snell.
ible body comes in useful when
Francis, anxious to help her
his lively character climbs walls
husband financially, unwittingly

and does somersaults over furni ture during the course of the ensuing action . At times all his twittering energy is nerve-wracking
to the viewer.
Nevertheless
Ternperley
received the lion 's share of the
applause when the curtain went
down and kept most eyes off the
tacky chocolate and ctqua decor
of the apartment setting.

Rachel Gurney's performance was limited by her role but
stylish. The real delight of the
play was Susan Sharkey. Her portrayal of the pretty, self-centered
Francis Hunter was invigorating.
The weakest aspect of this
whole production was the play
itself, which was often contrived
and overly familiar in places.
Flawed but funny, this production proved itself a fine evening
of light entertainment and by the
time you read this it will be into
its second week and even more
polished . Not the seasons best .. .
but enjoyable.

CCB Special Events
Presents

The Kinks
in a concert performance

MARCH 1, 1979 .
at the Wilkins Theater
For the Performing Arts
Tickets will go on sale noon

FEBRUARY 8
at the TPA Box Office
Ticket Prices $ 4
Kean College ID required
to purchase tickets ·

by Russell Stokes Jr.
In this week 's article we will try
to examine the current field of
jazz. In recent months a number
of jazz artists have released their
new albums. Among those are:
Gil-Scott Heron, Grover Washington Jr., Bob James, Al Jarreau,
Chuck Mangione, Jean-Luc Pon .ty, and Weather Report.
The best of those is probably
Grover Washington Jr' s. " Reed
Seed," " Bob James' " Touchdown," and as always Al Jarreau 's " All Fly Horne." As for
Weather Report's " Mr. Gone,"
it's still all Weather· Report.
Whenever ·a jazz artist comes
out with a readily acceptable
album , the jazz " thinkers" cry
commercialism. What does commercialism rneanl Quite simply
as the " thinkers" would put it, " it
means to sell out the pure jazz art
form. "
As you and I know that's a
whole lot of horse shit I As I have
said on many occasions jazz is
the only musical form that seems

.o.r.e.
Presents

.

to flourish from experimentation.
So to all you jazz snobs and
" thinkers" you can stop reading
here, and to the rest of you open
minded people continue.
This year's weakest efforts are
Gil-Scot Heron 's " Secrets" and
Jean-Luc Ponty ' s " Cosmic
Messenger." Now before you tar
and feather me I do have my
reasons.
In this last effort by Heron and
Brian Jackson, " Secrets," the
message continues, Heron and
Jackson have a way with arrangements that seem to aim for
the middle class jugular. No
other musician in the contemporary music field can get
away with it. However, " Secrets"
may be the weakest by Heron,
although I'm sure Heron fans will
disagree with me. This last effort
by Heron doesn 't seem to have
the sting of previous attempts. If
anything, blame it on the times
and not Gil-Scott Heron. The '-

(Continued on page 13)
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"Seduced'' Is A Success
by Dawn Shepherd

•

Sam Shepard 's · " Seduced"
opened the American Place
Theatre's third offering of their
15th Anniversary Season.
Rip Torn stars in the role of
Henry Hackamore, the paranoid
billionaire with more than a passing resemblance to Howard
Hughes.
" Seduced" is a clever and
innovative work. At times the
play has weak moments but for
the most part it is an unqualified
success. The marvelous Hughes
character is propped up by three
other main characters that aren't
nearly as interesting.
Ed Setrakian plays Raul, the
flunky of Henry Hackamore,
w ith skill. At first Raul is submissive to the crazy demands of
Hackamore but at the end of the
play he forces him into signing
his wills at gunpoint. From oppressed to oppressor, Raul is
" seduced" by greed to execute
Hackamore.
The question of who actually is
" seduced" by whom or what
runs rampant throughout the
play .
.
The play is set in a Caribbean
· luxury hotel on an island where
Hughes can't be infiltrated. The
sets designed by Henry Millman
are sparse and give you a good
idea of what Mr. Hughes would
have probably lived in.
In the opening scene we find
Hackamore watching old movies
from the past . Two palm trees

adorn the " suite" and Hackamore orders them to stop shaking when they shake.
The play is directed aptly by
Jack Gelber, the noted author of
" The Connection," and he describes the play as a diabolical
comedy about the last night on
.earth of a mythological Howard
Hughes named Henry Malcolm
Hackamore.
The play finds Hackamore on
the top floor of a Caribbean
hotel confronting two women
from his past. The two women
are versions of the Hollywood
siren. The character of Miami, as
played by Carla Borelli, is high
C?mp, almost a parody of Jane
Russell, and needs to be toned
down. Pamela Reed's Luna is a
classier dame who trades insults
with Henry and tries to outwit
him .· Hackamore treats the two
women with alternating scorn
and lust. A bizarre strip tease by
the two lovelies leaves Hackamore unimpressed.
Music by Randy Newman sets
the American theme of the play.
The last night of Hackamore's life
has him crying out against his
" seduction " by greed and the
American dream .
" Seduced" is almost a political commentary on the abuse

Rip Torn (Henry Hackamore) is surrounded by two glamorous be~uties from his p.ast, Cul.a Borelli (left)
and Pamela Reed (right).

of power. Tom's flawed Hackamore is on the level of an
American King Lear.
Rip Torn has a beauty of a role
in which he gets to shuffle
around the stage in Kleenex boxes, pilot an airplane from his bed,
and flail his Fu Manchu fingernails at anyone in sight. Torn
looks cadaveresque and he

seems to be disintegrating
before our very eyes. His long
white beard~ hair, and ghostly
pallor make him look 120 years
old.
Wynn Handman, the founder
and guiding spirit of the
American
Place Theatre is
dedicated to introducing new
American playwrights to the

public.
Handman said of the play, " It's
not attempting to be an accurate
biography of Howard Hughes.
It's a mythology. It's also about
how power that feeds on itself
can ffnally destroy itself. The key
line in the play is, " I was taken by
the world, and all the time I
thought I was taking it."

Townsend
Lecture
,Series
Lineup
l:he Townsend Lecture Series
opens the spring semester with
Prof. Joan Stambaugh, Professor
ot Philosoph y at Hunter College
discussing "The Meaning of Ambivalence", on February 26th in
)-100 at 12:15 pm .
On February 27 at 8:00 pm in
the Wilkins Theatre, Angela
Davis, philosopher - activist will
explore the current changing attitudes toward women , bla cks
and the radical movement in this
country.
Fre'e tickets will be required for"
this program and will be
available in the Student Activities
O ffice, CC143 and the Third
World Office, CC142.
In March, Dr. Robert Coles,
Harvard Psychiatrist, will discuss
his latest book " Women in
Crisis" . He is a prolific writer and
social critic whose works cover
an unusually broad field of
interest. Among his credits is the
Pulitzer Prize for his ThreeVolume series, "C hildren of
Crisis".
Also in March Dr. Gaines and
Dr. Straus of the Kean College
faculty will talk on " Children in
China" , observations based on
their trip to the Peoples'
Republic in the summer of 1978.
Franklin Ajaye, the f unny man
you 've seen on TV and in
"Ca rWash " will be presented on
March 8th in the Wilkins
Theatre. Tickets will be ~ distributed from the Student Activities Office c:1nd The Third
World Office.
On March 23rd Dr. Wilson
Bryan Key wi'II speak on
Subliminal Seduction: Media
Manipulation of a not so innocent America. "
Nora Ephron, journalist and
author will talk about her recent
book, " Scribble, Scribble, Notes
on The Media" on April 4th.
Also in April, David Brower,
President of Friends of the Earth
will report on "Global 2,000" on
assessment of needs for the year

2,000.

\
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VISUAL
On th e boards at Vaughn-Eames.

Phoro by Bob A xe lson

Phoio by Jane Malrz

Come see it before February 28.

Phoro by Rob Axelson

Pho co by Jan e m alcz

BillBoards, Blue boards, Board Boards at the main hall.

COMMUNICATIONS

Pho co b y Ro b A xe lson

Lizzy Boa'rden took an ax . ..

EXHIBITION
Phoro by Jane Malrz

Board Stiff on the Boardwalk.

Pho ro by Rob Axelson

Illustration BoMd Exhibits are among the
many Boards.

NU SIGMA PHI BOOK EXCHANGE

Ph o co by Pa c Gallanr e

Ph o co by Pac Ga/lam e

, ike Frojak of Nu Sigma Phi searches for the right book among the hundreds received at

Each year the book Exchange has grown in popularity as smart students use it to cut back
on the high price of texts. !n above photo Fred Tisch assists another happy cus,omer.

he Exchange.
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Photo by Pat al/ante

Photo by Joe Leatherwood

man Center Bob Mccardle (18) faces off in front of Kean bench as Mitch Edwards,
oks on.

Goalie Lou Nyitray is ~et to stop even another shot as Bob Rohlander sets up for the
rebound.

Photo by Joe Leat herwood

, another goal for the high ilyi_Qg Squires as Defenseman Ed Deresky (3) congratulates his teammates.

r

-

Photo by Pat Gallante

Senior John "Lights Out" Lang rushes puck up ice as Red Hot
Squires beat N.J.1. T. 6-2.

SAVIO

Photo b y Pat Gallante

n's great goalie Lou Nyitray makes another spectacular save as Captain Mike Griffin (17) looks on.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Prior to the last Council Session a couple of overzealous council reps prematurely endorsed the
Constitution.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Pat Hannish awards Janet Savio with Basketball after Savio scored her
1000th point. See Sports page for details.
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·l\noth~r .
Vi~W
by Rabbie Joseph Lichtman
Advisor,
. Jewish Student Unior
A recent study, which gained
national attention, revealed that
a larger number of inter-marriages are taking place among all
the major religions, not least
among Jewish young people_.
It is of special concern to us
since most of these marriages occur between Jews and members
of other religions , and even
more impo rtant, since the Jewish
people are the least in number
compared to other rel igious
groups.
We are concerned with this
statistic, because of the fear, that
if the trend continues, we will
lose our viability as a religious
entity .
I don ' t subscribe to · a
pessimistic outlook , because I
have seen a resurgenc'e toward a
more vibrant Judaism . However
the problem exists primarily
among non observant and non
practicing Jews.
By all logic, one would tend to
shy away from such a union,
since .statistically the chanc::es for
a successful marriage of two
different religions are very low
indeed. What we do find , is that
in such a marriage, t he couple do
not practice any religion at all,
nor do they rear their children in
a religious direction, despite a
promise prior to the marriage, to
do so.
.
In Juda ism, education
is
paramount, and we are con vinced that a person of any
religion , that practices and is
committed to that faith , will be
less likely to seek out a mate of
another religion. For that individual is fulfilled within his

own
religious group both
educationally as well as socially.
They feel that they are being
traitors to their heriiage if they
intermarry.
The argument that is used to
condo'ne intermarriage is that we
are danish or fe.el superior to
other religions, therefore we
choose a ,m ate from outside our
religion to prove that this is not
so. The contrary is true. Because
we respect other religions, and
because we don't wish to dilute
the other persons religion , do we
choose a mate from our own.
Because our faith has been tried
and tested through the ages, and
is especially sacred to us alone,
do we week to perpetuate it.
Furthermore, by introducing
into a tamily ~ituation, two
diverse religious beliefs , we are
sowing the seeds of confusion
and derision for both beliefs, &
ultimately we are cultivating a
disprespect by our offspring.
All religion s try to keep their
adherents devoted to that faith.
And all are aware that since marriage itself is so strewn with
obstacles, how much more so is it
difficult to achieve succt;!SS and ·
happiness when both partners
are ot differing religions. Now is
the time to reverse the statistic
and return to the faith of our
ancestors.

Valerie Hammer Project Premiere
Atter the enthusiastic response to the Valerie Hamm er
Project 's performance of its
award-winning
composition ,
" Op Odyssey" , the Kean College
Community is eagerly awaiting
the world premiere pertormance here of " COPERNICUS" .
"Copernicus" is a work in-

valving many arts disciplines ...
dance, musi c, poetry, film ,
p·hotograph y, sculpture and
l i ghting design . It is a
collaboration of many creative
artists to form a unique synthesis
of images, sounds and lyric
movement.
During the Project's residency
on campus many members of the

college have had an opportunity
to interact with the co mpany and
to observe the process o( creating this new work .
The Co-Curricular Program
Board has some free tickets still
available in the Student Activities
Office for the performance on
Thursday, February 13, 1979 at
8:00 pm in the Wilkins Theatre.

Valerie Hammer Project will present a world premiere performance of "Copernicus" on Tuesday, Feb.
13th at 8:00 p.m. in the Wilki_ns Theatre Jor the Performing Arts.

Spring Season
Of Performing

Arts At.
Kean College
The spring season of perf or ming arts programs
scheduledat Kean College will
feature the world premiere performance of a new work by an
award-winning choreographer,
a concert by the Soviet Union 's
Wilnus Chamber Orchestra, and
two full-length presentation s by
the Kean College Theatre Guild.
The season opens dramatically
on February 13th with the dance
performance of "Copernicus," a
new work by the Valerie
Hammer Project . Other dance
troups schedule.d 'atu Kean this
spring are the Fred Benjamin
Company, April 3; the Ballet
Repertory Company, May 8; and
the Kean College Dance Theatre,
May 25 and 26.
The musical line-up at Kean
for the spring includes an international assortment of classical
performers and a jazz slate that
features top Metropolitan area
jazzmen. The Wilnus Chamber
Orchestra will play variations on
a Lithuanian Folk Song and other
selections, February 16. Tashi ,
featuring Peter Serkin on piano,
will perform March 20, and
Kean 's Chamber
Orchestra,
Woodwind . Ensemble
and
Concert· Band
will
appear
periodically
throughout the
spring. The Kean College Jazz
Series will showcase the talents
of amateur jazz composers on
March 28, and offer free Monday
night entertainment throughout
the seme5ter.
The Kean Theatre Guild will
present two major works : " The
House of Blue Leaves," March 711, and 14-18; and " Hot L

Baltimore," May 3-5.

COLUMBIA PICTURES IN ASSOCIATION WITH MELVIN SIMON PRODUCTIONS PRESENT A MARJOE GORTNER FILM

'

.

MARJOE GORTNER • HAL LINDEN • PETER FIRTH
'"' LEE GRANT
WHEN YOU COMIN' BACK, RED RYDER ®

H:!WMffl
~rm
,.,,. PAT'c:D·o<RICHARD
HINGLE • BILL MCKINNEY. AUDRA LINDLEY ""
STEPHANIE FARACY ~~ CANDY CLARK
CHEW ~"'Oo,:,:s, PAUL MASLANSKY •,usc 9"JACK NITZSCHE EXEQllM "<ll).CfRMELVIN SIMON
' '()<>,<;<,G

•m•omo -&

R "1/,::r•.~u~•JJ,f',j:\::;'"
0

SCREE"-'VB"MARK MEDOFFBASEDQN>tS>-4, ""'10..CED B"MARJOE GORTNER OOEOEDB"MILTON KATSELAS ©

I

U.A. GEMINI & II 64th St. & 2nd Ave.
(212) 832-2720 or (212) 832-1670

Pktu,-

'979COLUMB,rnCTURE5'NOUSTR,ES. ,NC

WORLD -PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT
STARTS FRIDAY, FEB. _9

ft
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Trivialities
Welcome ba ck to the second
semester - the semester that
promises Spring - flowers graduation - Vacation - the
beach - and new students to
welcome with whom create
friendships .
The Campus Center for
Women should like to invite all
WOMEN of the College and surrounding com-munities to visit
the Campus Center which is
located in the Student Activities
building of Kean College . Th e
Campus Center has a lived-in,
browsing atmosphere complete
with chairs to be betweenclasses in and is convenientl y
placed across from the Campus
Bookstore, next to THE BANK.
Everyone is welcome during the
hours the office is staffed : Monday, 9:00 a.m . to 5 :00 p.m. ,
Wednesday, 9:00 a.m . to 3:00
p.m . and Thursday, 9:00 a.m . to
3:00 p.m. P.S. It should not be
necessary to say this - the Campus Center is open to everyone
- men are welcome to visit, ask
questions, use the relaxing atmosphere - whatever.
The Campus Center is staffed
by three people, the Co-ordinator who is a graduate assistant and two student undergraduate assistants. The Center is
administered by, guided by and
supported by the Eve Program
which is directed by Mae Hecht.
In addition to the ph ysical facilities, the Campus Center is responsible for the produ ction of a
column, WOMAN SPACE, which
appears weekly in the Independent, the College newspaper,
and copies are sent for the use of
the Night Owl, the Evening
Student and the Graduate
Student News Letter. Included in

2/ 21 - Fairy Tales, Part Ill ; 2/ 28
the column are items of interest
- Marilyn Pfaltz, Co-author with
for and by WOMEN about actiAnn Reed of four books Choicevities, ideas, on campus and
-Choice-Choice.
throughout the New Jersey/ New
All flyers bear the title,
York City area . Suggestions and
WOMAN TALK, but, again, the
announcements of issues and
program is meant to be inclusive,
activities relevant to WOMEN 'S
not exclusive; men are encourinterests and concerns are
aged to participate.
welcome and appreciated .
Please feel free to submit any
items you think might be helpful.
•••
Recently the column has inSPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT :
cluded advance publication of
Dr. Susan Marchand will be
the monthl y schedule of
available in the Campus Center
WOMAN TALK programs.
WOMAN TALK is a weekly on Friday, February 9th, from
10:00 a.m . to 12:00 noon and
Wednesda y
program
which
again on Monday, February 12th,
usually convenes in Downs Hall
in the Alumni Lounge at noon. from 9:30 a.m . to 10:30 a.m . to
meet with students, staff and/ or
Changes in the location are
noted on the publicity flyers parents to discuss how attitudes
to math are formed and reinposted on the college bulletin
forced from early child-hood
boards in the buildings frequentand what can be done to change
ed by the students and the
these attitudes which stand in
College personnel. This program
is open to the public, is publi- the way of math achievement.
Dr. Marchand teaches at Kean
cized in local newspapers as well
as the college newspaper and is College in the department of
and
computer
attended by students and staff. mathematics
Speakers from campus and the science. She has been a lecturer
on campus, presents workshops
surrounding
communities
donate their time and effort. The on math avoidance/ anxiety, has
presented workshops at Rutgers
audiences are receptive, attenUniversity for t he Training Institive and appreciative and the
speakers have expressed delight tute for Sex Desegration of the
in the welcome and the warmth · Public Schools and was inthey experience and apprecia- strumental in preparing the 1978
tion for the opportunity to ex- workshop at Kean College to enperiment with new skills in a sup- courage high school students to
portive atmosphere
a continue their st ud ies in math.
She would like to meet with
mutually beneficial program .
The advance schedule for students who 1. disliked math in
WOMAN TALK for the month of school; 2. liked math but
thought further study was not
February is as follows:
2/7 Eugene Fry, Senior necessary and now realize they
Citizen, The Joy and Art of need more, and 3. would like to
Retirement Through Macrame; know more about math but
2/ 14 - The Battered Women 's don ' t know how to go about
Shelter, Elizabeth, New Jersey; that.

Affil,ate o f Women 's Med ic al Center at Kingstir oo k H o sp,tal

I
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In N .J Call FREE
Bank Am eri c ard

(800) 772-2174
M aster C harge

N.J . STATE
LICENSED
ABORTION
FACILITY

HOUAS: 9-5
MONDAYS
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Campus Papc,ba~k t>estsellers
1. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French . (Jove/HBJ,

$2 .50.) Perspective on women's role in society: fiction .

I

3. The Thorn Birds, by Colleen McCullough . (Avon, $2 .50.)
Australian family saga: ficton .
4. Doonesbury's Greatest Hits, by G. B. Trudeau. (Holt,
$7.95 .) Mid-seventies revue of cartoon strip.
5. Centennial, by James A. Michener. (Fawcett/Crest,
$2.95.) Epic story of America's legendary West : fiction .
6. The Amityville Horror, by Jay Anson . (Bantam , $2.50.)
True story of terror in a house possessed .
7. All _Things Wise and Wonderful, by James Herriot.
(Bantam, $2 .75.) Continuing story of Yorkshire vet .
8. The Immigrants, by Howard Fast. (Dell, $2.75.) Italian
immigrant's rise and fall from Nob Hill : fiction .
9. The Dieter's Guide to Weight Loss During Sex, by
Richard Smith . (Workman , $2 .95.) Humorous take-off on
sex and diet manuals.
10. Julia Child & Company, by Julia Child . (Knopf, $8.95.)

Recipes being featured on her new TV series .
This list was compiled by The Chronic le of Higher Education from
information supplied by college stores throughout the country .
January 29 , 1979.
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Cuter ♦

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

I• Abortion Procedures
I
I

Birth Control Counseling ( : )
Steril ization Procedures
•
• Complete Obsl\'trical &
<=>
Gynecological Care

•

I

Call375 -0800 forimmediateappt .
Loca ted 1 bl ock fr om Irvington Center
Hou rs 9 am • 5 pm M on . - Sat Ampl e parking
40 Union A ve .. Suite 104 . lrvingtnn, N .J .
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All That Jazz
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Bianchi will focus his reappraisal elected member of the Board of
Corpus
Antiquitatum
of African history on " The Arts of the
an
interAncient Nubia and the Sudan," Aegyptiaca rum ,
the fascinating exhibition that national body whose goal is the
registration
of
appeared
at the Brooklyn standardized
Museum this fall. Admission is Egyptian antiquities; and has just
been contracted by New York
free to this lecture.
Dr. Robert Steven Bianchi is University - C.B.S. to star in
presently the Associate Curator Sunrise Semester, a series of 45
in the Department of Egyptian programs, each 30 minutes in
and Classical Art, The Brooklyn length, on The History of AnMuseum. He received his Ph.D. cient Egyptian Art, every Tuesfrom New York University's Insti- day, Thurs-day, and Saturday,
tute of Fine Arts in 1976; was a beginning January 23, 1979, on
Bert L. Hill Scholar at the CBS Channel 2 at 6:30 a.m .
American School of Classical
Studies, Athens, Greece in 1969;
a Fulbright-Hayes Fellow to the
Aegyptisches Museum, West
Berlin , in 1977; has been success- (Continued from pape BJ
ively reappointed Traveling Lec- best selections on " Secrets" are,
turer for the Archaeological " Angel Dust," " Third Worl d
Institute of America ; is the Revolution," and " Do You
American representative and the Really Want to be in Show
Bizness." Those three cuts are
vintage Heron.
Jean-Luc Ponty in my view may
be the only performer on this list
who feels guilty calling h imself a
jazz artist. (I know I am going to
catch hell from Fred on that
one) . Too much synthesization
Newark.
here and not enough pure
The
organization
wa s music. However, "Cosmic Messoriginally named FELA, but last enger"
will not disappo int
semester the name was changed, ardent Ponty fans.
and a new board was elected.
Now the strong points. Chuck
Ray Alvarez is the new Mangione has followed the
president . He has never before success of " Feels So Good " with
held any posi ti on in an " Children of Sanchez." This
organization.
music was recorded prior to
Everyone feels he is doing a Mangione's success on "Feels So
fine job. He is willing to learn and Good," (with a few new tunes
accept advice from those who thrown in) and is not going to
would like to help. He is not just win awards. However, "Chilrunning a club, he feels he is also dren" is a good effort. "C hildren
getting some experience from it. of Sanchez" is not an album that
Ray enjoys what he is doing you must simply have, but it do,~s
and would like to see more His- have a tendency to grow on yo J.
panics involved.
For Chuck Mangione fans take a
chance and see another side of
b y Nancy Crespo
Mangione.
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2. My Mother, Myself, by Nancy Friday. (Dell, $2.50.) The
daughter's search for identity.

.
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Estelle Parsons, star of "Miss Margarida's Way," will perform her
award-winning one-woman show at Kean College on the eyening of
Feb. 14th and 15th. Ticket information is aY.Jilable by calllng Kean'•
student office at 527-2044.

The Co-Curricular Program
Board will present Dr. Robert
Bianchi, Associate Curator for
the Brooklyn Museum, on
Thursday, February 15, 1979, at
12 :30 p.m . in the Little Theatre.
Dr. Bianchi is currently starring
on CBS, " Sunrise Semester. "
During the Kean lecture Dr.

A CLINIC FOR FIRST AND MID-TRIMESTER

Free Pregnancy Test.
'7Examination and Counselling
I '
393 Bloomfield Ave., Montclair. N .J. 07042

11 . Who
played
Batman / Bruce Wayne on " Batman? "
12. Name the castaways on
" Gilligan 's Island ."
13. What cigarette commercial asked, " What dq you want,
good grammar or good taste? " ?
14. In " The Great Impostor"
what was the name of the
character played by Tony Curtis?
15. On " Get Smart" what is
the name of the government
agency that agent Maxwell Smart
works for?

Africa In Antiquity: A Reappraisal

wJILGRIM MEDICAL GROUP INC.
.....................

by Allan Margolin
1. When did the Beatles first
appear on the Ed Sullivan Show ?
2. Name the computer in
"2001: A Space Odyssey."
3. What is Ironside 's rank in
the San Francisco Police Dept.?
4. On " Secret Squirrel " who is
Secret 's driver?
5 . In The Russians Are
Coming, The Russians Are
Coming" what is the name of the
character played by Carl Reiner?
6. Name the Goofy Guards
from the " Magill a Gorilla" show .
7. On
" Squidley
Didley"
where did Squidley live?
8 . Who , played Superman/ Clark Kent on " Superman? "
9. In the original " Thin Man "
who played Nick and Nora
Charles?
10. What was the name of the
cross-eyed lion on " Daktari? "
I
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The Spanish Cultural and
Social Club Board met January
30, to discuss and plan activities
fo r the Spring semester.
There are many points to be
discussed before any plans can
be made definite.
In order to get, " on the ball ",
SCSC will have its first general
meeting February 13, in the
Student Center front lounge.
The meeting will take place
Tuesday, at 1 :40, college-free
hour.
All members are urged to
attend and take part in the planning.
O.L.A. Organizaction Latina
Americana, is the newly formed
latin organizati on at NJIT in
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Revie wed b y Anthony Cerqueira,
Deborah Orazi and Dawn Shepherd
Stiff Records is a bit of an enigma in the United States . Amid st ► ..._ 1
slogans such as " Money Talks People Mumble" and " Today's Sound
;
Today" gracing its label, one can hardly take it seriousl y much less ex•
pect anything of artistic value to be found in its grooves. Not until you
you examin~ t~e na~es o f musi~ians who have launched their
careers on Stiff (1 .e. Elvis Costello, Nick Lowe, Devo, Ian Dury) does it
become clear how influential and perceptive the label is.
Started _in 1976 by two veterans o f the pubrock scene in England,
Dave Robinson and Jake Riviera , STIFF has weathered its share of hits
(" Watch~ng the Detectives" ) flops (" Plummet Airlines") and separations (Riviera left the company taking Costello and Lowe elsewhere)
and still remains unaffected.
December, 1978 saw a new stable of stiff hopefuls pull into the Bottom Line in New York for the Be Stiff '78 Road Show. Handled in
much the same way as Dick Clark 's infamous " Caravan of Stars" in the
60's, each J:>erformer got _a_maximu~ of thirty minutes on stage - no
show stealing, no backbiting . The lineup was Wreckless Eric, Rachel
Sweet, Jona Lewie, Lene Lovich , and The Records, the only act not on
STIFF records. Your intrepid Indy writers were there when musical
(L. to R.) Jonil Lewie, Lene Lovich, Wrecldess Eric, Rilchel Sweet, ilnd Mickey Jupp.
history was made .. . read on. D.0.
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Stateless Lene Lovich

G)

::Q

Responsible for the touch of
t: class to the Be-Stiff Tour was girl
:: pop singer Lene Lovich. Lene's
lJ bio lists her as of being " eastern
• European descent." Another Zsa
Zsa or Eva you say?
Lene fronts her band in clothes
definitely not of this century and
~ sports orange braids that of
• which Ziggy would have been
G) proud of. Opening with the
Q Tommy James classic " I Think
::: We're Alone Now," Lene Lovich
: and her band led a more than
D receptive crowd through a s.hort
• set comprised of numbers off her
'.'Stateless" album. Lene's warbl.. ings remind one of Patti Smith on
:: tunes like "Sleeping Beauty.,,
~ Lene delivers her lyrics accom• panied with hypnotic glares at
» her audience. Lene Lovich has
Q such an unusual stage presence
:: that commands full attention.
::: Lene blows a mean sax throughD out the set that brings back

!
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Rachel Sweet Sixteen!...

Sensibly dressed in baggy shirt
and jeans, Rachel Sweet has the
aura of a Pekingese pooch. She's
pudgy and pretty and more than
shows.
one
Romeo in the audience
Lene is not for everybody in
terms of mass acceptance but would have liked to hug her up.
many listeners and those which No chance though because
caught the Be-Stiff Tour Route 78 Rachel 's dad and sis were close
are grooving to the sounds of a on hand stage left. You see,
woman who lists her main likes Rachel 's only 16, with a pair of
as being · " oats, monsters, and well developed thirty year old
aliens from outer space. " The
image that Lene projects is one
of a sideways nature. A portrait
of a clown with a ridiculous looking sneer on his face.
This graduate of Bosnia Junior
High and Transylvanian Academy Des Artes heads an exciting rock and roll band that
featured skinhead guitarist Les
Chappell and bassist Ron Francois. Lene Lovich is dramatic,
stiFring, and provocative. A
women who is able to scream
like a banshee and still keep her
cool has won this heart over.
memmies of Lucille Ball's similar
talents on the old " I Love Lucy"

lungs - shades of Brenda Lee. " I
never even heard of Brenda
Lee! " says Rachel bewildered
when I pose the question to her.
I feel old .
Out of all the acts to appear
that night Rachel 's was the
tamest, almost MOR. It was also
the best received, complete with
standing ovation and piercing
wolf whistles.

D

•

8.

:•
I'd go the whole wide world to
D see Wreckless Eric.
~
A dynamite performer on
Q stage, Eric can get through to the
.. most passive audience with his
little boy enthusiasm and teen
r; magnetism.

S
!•

I saw the original Stiff tour last
year in England when Wreckless
was bottom of the bill. Since
then, Wreckless Eric has turned
~ into one hot performer. At the
last Bottom Line Show, Eric
reached the point where he was
; pushing•himself at the record executives out of desperation .

i
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Photo by Deborah Ora!- i

Rachel Sweet
In a country tinged voice,
Rachel did an odd array of songs
from Elvis· Costello's " Alison " to
the classic Carla Thomas hit of
the mid sixties " B-A-B-Y." In the

f

=:

Jona On 1lhe Loose!

It must be hard to see your
mates (Elvis the C, Nick Lowe, Ian
Dury) get signed with the major
labels and become " overnight
sensations" while you are still the
only one left without distribu-

e=

tion in the States.
I could see the desperation in
Eric's eyes and at times it was
heart-wrenching to watch him
put out every last drop of his
energy as if his life depended on
it.
Wreckless came on with his
four Rough Men band almost
3:30 in the morning. The Bottom
Line crowd differs substant ially
from the English ones, be ing
much more restrained than t he
jubilant celebration of rock fans

=:

f

A.C.

in Blighty.
Wreckless's latest single " Take
The Cash," has a bite to i~ that
even Costello would envy.
" Veronica ," and " Let's Go to the
Pictures," are endearing and
Wreckless seems the most
sincere with them . Perhaps his
greatest achievement on wax,
" Whole Wide World ," is saved
for the very-end .
D.S.
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·w reckless Eric
& Four Rough Men

...

$

latter tune Rachel substitutes
pure energy and exuberance for
the unattainable sensuality Carla •
Thomas delivers in her version, oo
and succeeds in making it believ- :;::-.
able on another level. " Alison"
fares less well . After being ~
abused by Linda Ronstadt the -~
song remains ,unconquered by 00
Rachel. Perhaps Costello ' s a;
superlative original is still too
fresh in my mind. A few original
songs from Rachel 's debut l'D
album " Fool Around" punc- •
tuated the set nicely. " Who Does ~
Lisa Like? " was a particular favorite written by her producer Liam
Sternberg.
l'D
Rachel 's no stranger to the •
stage. or recording. Hailing from ;E
Akron, Ohio, she's been singing ::;;
since she was five and by the age "-ti
of twelve was recording in
Nashville, Tennessee.
•
Considerable mention should oo
be made of Rachel 's back up C:
band for the tour, The Records.
Signed to Virgin Records in c,=
England, The Records do a set of l'D
their own during the course of •
the evening and nearly outshine ~
the STIFF entourage. Comprised ::;;
of four delectable lads on drums, ;
bass, rhythm and lead guitars, ('b
the Records played what can •
best be called " pop" music - oo
heavy on harmonies and light on C:
lyrics. A faithful cover of " Rock
and Roll Love Letter" (also done c,=
by the Bay City Rollers) set the l'D
pace for their set and was •
followed by their new single ~
" Starry Eyes," currently getting a ::;;
lot of deserved airplay in the "-ti
area. The rest of their short set
was much the same and equally •
inoffensive.
00
I expect we' ll be hearing a lot C:
more from both Rachel Sweet
and The Records in the near c,=
future.
D.O . l'D

Photo by Deborah O~azi

Wreckless Eric

They don ' t come much
stranger than Jona Lewie -on
stage. Stiff Records is still the
home of the " eccentric" artists,
the talented misfits that won 't
get picked up by the multinational corporations because
they' re too risky.
Luckily, Stiff has taken a
chance on Jona Lewie. Lewie is a
keyboardist whose style has
been compared to a cross
between Fats Domino and
Kraftwerk.
Jona plays a mean honky-tonk
piano and sings in a strong
soulful voice. What's this got to
do with New Musick, eh? Well ,
not much but Jona's a unique
talent'for sure.
A Stiff Record s' bio describes
Jona Lewie as a " poverty stricken
genius, very affable but ex-

.......•

00

=:

tremely odd."
A typical stereotyped British c,=
eccentrid No way. Sporting a l'D
black pinstripe suit, a bowler hat •
and a body resembling a match- ~
stick, Jona could safely walk
down King's Road without raising an eyebrow.
Oh yes, he does write tunes as •
well. As a former member of oo
Terry Dactyl and the Dinosaurs · C:
back in 1972, Lewie scored a top
ten hit in England with his o=
composition , " Seaside Shuffle." ~
Highlights of his brief set in- 00
eluded when Lene Lovich joined :;::-.
in on sax and vocals on his catchy
single, " The Baby, She's On·The
Street." Rachel Sweet and her l'D
sister shared background vocals ~
on t he ju bilant " Hallelu jah .,.
Europa."
D.S.
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Senior Pictures

Final Sitting

SHY? lACK SELF-CONFIDENCE
WORKSHOP BEGINNING FEBRUARY 13 - 8 SESSIONS

February 12

All of us can remember a situation in which shyness caused us pain. If
these situations or lack of self-confidence are getting in your way and
keeping you from being the person you want to be, join our workshop sessions.
TUESDAYS 2:30 - 4:00 P.M.
If you are too shy to answer this ad in person or on the telephone, ask a
friend to call or come in with you I
If you have no friends, put yourself in the hands of our
Shyness Intensive Care Specialists!

10 a.m.-12 noon

1 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
February 13

9 a.m.-12 noon

1 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Downs Hall
Last Chance For Senior Portraits
The Department of Intramural
Rec·r eation Sports

is sponsoring
THE KEAN COLLEGE

SKI CLUB
ATTENTION: MARGIE CAMERON
COUNSELING CENTER SA 126
527-2082

iSGOINGON...

HUMAN SEXUALITY
WORKSHOP
Is It Thought? F~lingl
AcU What Is It For You?
Six Sessions Dealing With Many Aspects of Sexuality
Is There A Common Denominator?
Is Sexuality Different From Every Individual?
Sponsor: Counseling Center, SA 126
Time: 2:00 p.m .-3:30 p.m .
Dates: Tuesdays, Feb. 20, 27-March 6,13,20,27
Place: Student Activities Bldg, Browsing Rm
Facilitator: Marcella Haslam

Division of the Club Sports Program
There will be a ski trip to Hunter Mtn. (N .Y.) Sunday, Feb. 11,
1979. The price is only $10.50.
Departure Time: 6 a.m.
Place: D' Angola Gym Parking Lot
Last Days To Sign Up: Today, Thurs.
and Tomorrow, Friday
at 12:30 in the Student Center
Ski Club Advisor, Dan Goldstein, 846-9517

Thursday, February 8, 1979
9:00- 3:00 p.m.
5:00- 8:00 p.m .
10:45-12:15 p.m.
Friday, February 9, 1979
6:00- 9:00 p.m.
9:00- :00 p.m .
7:00- 9:00 p.m .
7:00-10 :00 p.m .
12:00 noon

Sunday, February 11, 1979
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
6:00-10:00 p.m.
·Monday, February 12, 1m
9:00- 3:00 p.m.
6:00p.m.
9:00-11:00 p.m.

Tuesday, February 13, 1979
9:00- 3:00 p.m.
9:00- 6:00 p.m .
10:30 a.m .
12:10 p.m.
1 :40,-: 2:55 p.m .

7:40-10
,, :00 p.m .

7:40-10
,, :10 p.m.

a:oo p.m .
Wednesday, February 14, 1979
12:00 noon
3 & 8 p.m .
8:00-10 :00 p.m .
8:00-10:00 p.m.
8:00 p .m .

Nu Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
Nu Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
Alpha Kappa Psi Organizational Mtg.

Browsing Rm .
Browsing Rm
]235

Latin Fraternity Meeting
Nu Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
CIAO " The Italian Club"
Evening Student Council Mtg.
Entry Deadline for Five-Player Basketball
& One-On-One Basketball

Grill Rm
Browsing Rm ,
]102
Alumni Lge
8114

Mass
CCB Film: "Saturday Night Fever" 25¢ admission
Groove Phi Groove

Browsing Rm
Wilkins Theatre
Mtg Rm A.

Nu Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
S/ A Jazz Series presents:
Mike Santiago's Entity
Omega Psi Phi

Browsing Rm

Nu Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
Walk-In Center Peer Counseling Center
Open House
Student Activities Coffeebreat

Browsing Rm
College Ctr
Walk-In Ctr
Hutch. Lby
Alumni Lge
W100
]101
8224A
]131
W400
]102
W207
W200
]103
]130
D125

MassEducation Arts & Systems
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Math/Computer Science
EEO
Student Teaching
International Stud~nts Assoc.
IFSC
Latin Sorority
EEO
Political Science
Five-Player Basketball Org. Mtg.
Omega Psi Phi presents: Film :
" Last grave to Dimbaza"
One-On-One Basketball Org. Mtg.
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Sigma Theta Chi
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Beta Tau
Zeta Delta Phi
Alpha Theta Pi
Nu Delta Pi
The Co-Curricular Program Board presents :
" Op Odyssey" by the Valerie Hammer Project
Free - tickets required

Woman Talk
S/ A Film: " A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum" Free
Christian Prayer Meeting
Groove Phi Groove
..i
CCB & Co-Curricular Program Board
presents : " Miss Margarida's Way"
with Estelle Parsons. $2 tickets

Little Theatre
Mtg Rm A

]100
D125
VE211
W2028
]142
W300
W317
VE114
]143
Tl16
8123
)335
W213
T208
T210
B109
Wilkins Theatre

Alumni Lge
Little Theatre
Browsing Rm
Rm B

Wilkins Theatre

-
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Club Happe11i11gs

Entertainment

C. E.C. Uance Marathon
Is Coming Soon

C. C. 8. Films Presents
The Sunday Night Movies
.featuring

""Saturday Night ~_,ever"

We urge a ny orga ni zati o n interes ted in havi ng a boot h to
let us know n ow. If a nyone is interested in hel ping o ut wi t h
the mara tho n or any ot her acti vi ties p la nned. stop by the
C.E .C. Office or leave a note on the bullet in board.

featu ring

John Tra volta
7:30 p.m .

Februar y 11
Wilkins Theatre

25c Admissio n

Student Acti vities
Wednesda y Movie of the Week
p resents

·· A Funny lhing Happened On
l'he Way lo The Forum"
Little Theatre
Sho win~s at 3 and 8 p.m.
AUMI SS IO N FHl l

February 14

The Brothers of
Omega Psi Phi presents

W KCU WAN I S YOU! W KCU is looking for new stall mem bers .
No experie nce necessary. We'l l train you to be a IJ .J . or engineer. or
for a ny of o u r departme nts . Call WKCU at 289-8388 or stop u p at
our of fices. 3rd floor. Dougall Hall.

On rriday. 1-ebrua ry 9. 1979 at 7:00 p.m. a FH l l Magic S how
wi ll be held a t the Boys· Club of Union. 1050 Jeanette Ave n ue. T he
show will feature "Bosco the Magic Clown" and also ..., he Barron"
alias Daniel Lem berg. who is presently assistant treasu rer for the
Stud ent Organization.
l he show is a presentation by the Kean College Rec rea tion
st ude nts under the supervision ol Dr. Kenneth Benson (Chairman .
Health and Recreation) . Organization and promotion of t he
evenings even ts is bei ng conducted by Way ne R . Carragino. who is
a ls'6 'a recreatio n major.
l he eve nings events are tree of charge and all are invited to
a tt e nd. I-or fur ther informa t io n. leel free to cal l the Boys' Club a t
687-2697.

Thisfi/m u ·aJ shot illel(alh · in
South A.frica and sm ugl(led ow of the countn ·
Tues .. Feb. U
8:00 p.m.
J- 100
Admission, Free

WO li LU YO U LIKE TO
SEE THINGS MORE
<.:LEAH.LY'?
We invite you to join us in

PH. A YER
Wednesdays 8 p. m .
S A Building
Beginning Wednesday in the
C AMPUS MINISTRY
OFFI C E
(near Bookstore)
All Welcome

Student Acti vities
Monday Night Jaz Series
presents
Mike Santiago's

· Entity"

MASS ON <.:AMP US
8 p.m .

Admission Free

Come to the first Coffeehouse of the new year

Thursday, Feb. 15
25c: Donation

Sloan Lounge
Coffee & Tea

Anyone wtro w•nts to play , please call 527-2573 or stop in
CC112 and ask for Dave. First come first served for times.

Classifieds
JOH Ol'l'Ok t'l iNl'I \
l'arl-lime advertising salespersons for exciting new publicatio n
dealing with so lar energy. rooftop
gardening. barter and other alternal ive
lifes t yles.
Ex cellent
compensiilion. no exp. necessary.
(. all I he Communir,· News. the
alternative newspaper al 527-1177.
'1--' p.m .
A k I Sl,l'l'UES AN U
tkAFI S UI S CO liN IEU
Ll.l Sl•k E A k rs ('E NT Ek
t('HO l'L AZ A
SHOPPtM; C EN Ttk
kOl, l' E 22 \\'ES'l
Sl'kl N(; FI EI.U
.rn,-1 .111

S Ek VIC tS
l xperl typing d one in my home.
kes umes . manu sc ript s . term
papers. theses. etc. Sl.S0 / S.1.00/ pg.
(. all Uenise Jones at 1/25-S-'7.I after
6 p.m . for info.

CoUege
Happenings
The first Coffee break of
the year will be on Tuesday, February 13 in
Hutchinson ,Lobby.
Free Coffee, Tea, and
Danish.

eseNoticese N_otices e Not

·· Last Grave to Uimbaza"

February 12
Little Theatre

TheBIONIC D.J. on
WKCU ~M 59

Beginning Fe b. 13, 1979

Sponsored by:
<.:atholic <.:ampus Ministry

AIIENIIUN Sl'UUENTS!l
MORK,

CH ARLIE'S

ANGLES AND
COSELL
WILL NOT BE THERE
HOWEVER, YO U CAN!

HOWARD

I he Kea n Instruction T ea m wo uld like 20 stude nt s to pa rt icipate
in a Student-I- acuit y l:.xc ha nge o n Teac hin g a nd Lea rnin g o n
Sat urday. 1- e brua ry 24. 1979, fro m 9:00 a. m .-3:00 p.m .
It yo u are inte res ted ca ll Caro l Bras h at ext . 2604 o r sto p by the
o ffice in Will is 20 1.
I here a re o nl y 20 places so call immed ia te ly a nd rese rve yo ur
place .

Every Tues. Aftern oon
12: 10 P.M.

Alumni Lge~Downs Hall
All Invited
PLJ:,AS/:.,' COME &
JOIN US!!

SPRING 1979
IMPORT ANT UA n .: s TO REMEMBER
Last Da)·
First Day
I. Session
of Classes of Classes
6 / 1/ 79
I I 29 / 79
Full T erm courses:
3/ 27/ 79
1/ 29 / 79
1st Half term courses:
6/ I / 79
3/ 28 / 79
2nd hal f term courses:
II. Pass/1:''ail/ Audit
Last day to declare Pass/ Fail
2/ 16/79
Last da) to declare course as an Audit
2/ 16/79
Note: Pass / Fail and Audit forms are a vailable in
Registrar's O ffice. 1st floor. Administrati o n Bldg.
or Evening Office (J-106)
Ill. *Official Withdrawal/ Refund Schedule
1OOo/o
50o/o
" W D"
Session Refund Refund Grade
1st half term courses:2/ 5/ 79 2/ 15 / 79 2/ 28 /7 9
Full Term courses:2/ 5/ 79 3 / 7 / 79 4 / 4 / 79
· 2nd half term courses3 / 28 / 79 4/ 23 /79 5/ 7 / 79
*Official Withdrawal means that the student must
complete a " Program C hange" form in the Registrar's
Office-Registration, I st floor. Adm inistration Bldg .• or, in the Evening O ffice , J-I06, or
notify the Registrar's O ffice in writing o f his / her
withdrawal, by the dates specified above .
IV. Commencement
T hursday, June 7. 1979.

A~y jazz musicians interested in competing in the
Student Activities second jazz audition on March
19 should contact Mark Prowe in CC112 or call
527-2617 for information.

k.ean College Oay Care Center announces the
sponsorship of the Child Care Food Program.
I his program is designed to provide meals to
children in child care centers, etc. Meals are
available at no separate charge to all children enrolled in Kean College Oay Care Center without
regard to race. color, or national origin.

Artists, Potters, weavers
printers and painters are
invited to display and
sell their work at the
Lraft Store
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Savio Scores 1000th Poin·t
Jenifer Savio, a 6-,2 senior from Margate, has become the
first woman to score 1,000-points during her career at Kean
College.

Photo b y Ralph Abbate

Savio goes up for #1000 as teammate and opponents watch with anticipation, joy, and grief.

Independent .ex clusive Interview

Martin Clarkby Thomas Durkin
The Squire fire of a season ago
now seems · to be only a diminishing flame from the arson
Kean displayed last year. The
basketball team has seen its ups
and downs this year and have
suffered from a lack of a consistent spark .
Marty Clark, a senior who
ended his career on a high note
last year was available for comment on the renovated squad
this year. Clark is one of four mismissing faces this year and by far
the most colorful and exciting
figure, as a cataclysmic basketball player he seemed to light the
torch tc the Squire fire, state
champions in their division for
1978.
Besides· Marty, the Squires
have lost three other starters
from a year ago. Elroy Ashworth,
senior playmaker, Chuck Raub,
senior shooter extraordinaire
and Vin McDonald, senior who
has had eligibility problems. I
talked to Marty and he gave me
some insights into problems
coach Palermo is faced with this
year.
'Marty can you help define the
,.. nature of this season? ' " Maybe
and maybe not! " states Clark. 'Is
there any way you could have
helped with this year's program? '
" My initial intent was to assist'
coach Rubin with the JV
program, and I wished I could
have expressed my desires for
high morale. When you play you
have to love it. Due to my financial commitment to my dog
" Boon," I was unable to accept
the assistant job. I couldn 't nego-

tiate a fatter figure to compensate for my domestic commitment. $50.00 a season would hardly feed my husky-malimo for a
month. "
' Marty, what was the cause for
the other departures?' " Elroy,
seems financially burdened and
poorly compensated for last
year's efforts. The athletic
department doesn 't seem to
fulfill or recognize an athlete's
status.
"Raub was engulfed by family
entanglements as well ;s Mac
but although this is unfortunate
it is also a legitimate reason for
the guys not participating. - the
feeling of non-compensation
seems unanimous."
Marty feels this year is a rebuilding one. " It is a new team.
This is tough on the coaches.
Their job is to take this raw talent
and transform the uneducated
player into understanding and
performing college tactice. "
' Marty, how do you feel about
seeing other players in your
place?' " I don 't mind. I know I
was an integral part of the team
last year. Everybody made contributions. was just a small part
of a great recipe~" Although he
was not needed for his shooting,
Clark was able to balance the attack with crisp passing.
' Marty, what was the h ighlight of your career at Kean?'
" The excitement of the NCAA
plahoff game at Widener was
gratifying With all those busses
and fans traveling so far, but in
the South Atlantic Championship game vs. Trenton, I felt

. (Continued on.page 4)

Sports Trivia Quiz
by Jim Cregge
1. What nationality was the
tallest person to ever play
Olympic basketball, American,
Russian or Cuban?
2. In all American baseball
leagues, has anyone ever hit 800
or more home-runs in a career?
3. Which NFL quarterback set
the season leading total of the
most number of touchdown
passes in a single game j in this
past (1978) season?
•
4. Tom Dempsey kicked the
longest field goal in NFL competition, 63 yards. What team did he
play for?
. 5. Who kicked the longest
punt in AFL history, and how
long was it?
6. What four Oakland A 's pit·chers combined for a nine inning
no hitter in .1975?
7. Which U.S. golfer became

the first person to win the British
Open, U.S. Open, Masters, and
the P.G .A . crown twice?
8. Who set the first 200 m .p.h.
lap at the Indianapolis Motor
Spttdway?
9. The Montreal Canadians
have won the Stanley Cup more
often than any other team in the
NHL. Have they ever completed
the hat trick and won it three
times in a row?
10. On March 2, 1962, the New
York Knicks scored 147 points in
a losing effort. Who did they-lose
to, and by how many points?
'SIU!OO ZZ .(q UOM SJO!J
-JeM e,4d1apel!4d "OL '096L-9S6L ' MOJ e U!
SJea.( s l! uoM -<11enpe .<a41 ·saA "6 ' eAaus
wo1 ·e 'sner,P!N l>ef "L ' ua8u!~ a,110"!1 pue
' pe1qpuq 1ned ' uoqqy uua19 'an1e ep!/\ ·9
"spJe,( 96 's1af ·A"N ' reaN,O aAa1s ·s 's1u!es
sueafJo MaN ·.- 'suo,1 1,0J1ao ' uosra,ueo
AJe'.) ·c '(anllea1 OJliaN) s.(eJ'.) pea1saw<>H
a41 10 u<>sq!'.) 4sof ' saA ·z ' ue,ssn"!I "L
SUMSNV

·

Savio reached the coveted
plateau last Wednesday night,
when the Squirettes defeated
East Stroudsburg State, 68-49.
The victory snapped a two-game
losing streak .
Th is gave Savio 1,008 points, including 253 this season . In a
few more games, she will also
have 1,000 rebounds, being only
39 shy of that mark.
Gela Mazella, now an assistant coach at Kean , scored her
1,000th point during her senior
year at Kean, but half were
scored during her fi rst two years
at Wagner College.
The Squjrettes started the year
strong winning nine o f their first
ten games, but then hit a slump.
A hard luck loss to nationally
ranked Rutgers (77-71 ) after
leading by 13 in the second half,
took its toll.
Savio scored 21 points and
grabbed 23 rebounds in that

game and was selected as the
woman player-of-the-week by
the New Jersey Basketball
Writer's Association .
Kean dropped four-of-five
during that streak, including a
first-time ever loss to Seton Hall
(16-4) , and a 90-71 setback to
Montclair State.
"I hope the w in over East
Stroudsburg gets us back on the
right track," Coach Pat Hann isch
said . " At least we' ve been running our o ffense agai n in the last
two games."
Savio leads the team in scori ng
and rebounding, averaging 15.8
po ints and 12.6 rebounds. Elaine
Carroll is second in both categories at 14.2 and 11 .0.
Kean has six games remaining
on the schedule, five at home. It
hosted Wagner College Saturday night and highly-regarded
Queens Tuesday night.

Recreation Round Up
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
semester is here, and
the Spring 1979 calendar has
many new and exciting events.
The Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports particularly
encourages the women to get
more
involved. Remember,
there are divisions for men,
women, and Co-Rec teams. All
events are open to students,
faculty and staff.

A new

•

ruary 20th, 1 :40-2: 55 p.m ., D-127.

Dance Club - Come and experience the sensations and excitement of rehearsing with a
dance company! The Kean
College Dance Theatre, under
the advisement/instruction of
Mr. Bill Chaison, will- begin to
prepare selections for the Spring
Recital. No experience necessary - All welcome! Meetings
are Tuesday and Thursday, 1 :404:20 in Room D-107.

Tuesdays and Thursdays in CSW••
-118, 1 :40-2:S5 p.m.
Coming Up
Yogil Club - Advisor Mike
One-on-One Basketball (men,
Karilte Club The Kean
women); Five-Player Basketball McHugh has rescheduled his
Yoga classes for the Spring College Karate Club teaches a
(men, women).
Entry deadline is February 9th. semester: Tuesdays 1 :40-2:55 hard style Okinawan Karate in a
Organizational Meeting is Feb- p.m., D-125/127; Wednesdays traditional, disciplined environ8:00-10:00 p.m., D-107. Find ment. Emphasis is on the
ruary 13th.
development of speed and
Table Tennis (Singles & p~acef
power in basic techniques. There
Doubles) (men, women, co-rec);
Ski Club- The next upcoming ·' is no instruction in sport karate.
Badminton (Singles & Doubles)
ski
excursion is set for Sunday, Training methods include drills,
(men, women, co-rec).
Entry
deadline is February 23. February 11, 1979 to Hunter kata (formal exercises), line and
Organizational Meeting is Feb- Mountain, New York. Reserve a circle training, and some sparseat by contacting Ski Club Ad- ring. There is i\ great deal of
ruary 27th.•
•Remember .. . organizational visor Dan Goldstein at 846-9517. repetition, and classes are
strenuous.
meetings are mandatory. If you Transportation is provided free.
don 't show up, you won't be Lift,tickets are $10.50.
The Shorin Ryu Karate Club is
scheduled into the tournament.
GymnilStics Club - All are affiliated with Jhe American
All those who 'sign up for a sport welcome to come and work out! Karate Federation, a National
independent of a team must No previous training needed. Organization of Non-Commerattend. All those who •sign up Advisor Mary Kay Menell cial Karate Clubs. Classes meet
with a team must send at least welcomes all whether your on Mondays in CSW-109 from
one representative from the interest is to , develop into a 4:00-6:00 p.m., and on Wednesteam.
champion gymnast - or just a days in D-107, from 4:30-6:00
•••
quick " Warm-up, tone-up I" p.m. Advisor is Chris Caggiano.
A NEW CONCEPT -• FITNESS
"Century Club"
What better way is there to get
GYMNASIUM HOURS
in shape? The Department of lnMain Gymnasium and Gym D
tramural-Rei;reational
Sports
will chart your mileage so you
Daytime Houn ,,,h~s ttoun••
can see your progress. ln8:00-11 :00 p.m.
12:15-1:30·
Monday
tramtJral T-Shirts will be awarded
8:00-11:00 p .m .
1:40-2 :55
Tuesday
to those who reach the 100 mile
(College Hour)
(or 100 poin goal).
8:00-11 :00 p.m.
12:15-1:30•
Wednesday
The Department of Intra8:00-11:00 p.m.
Thursday
mural-Recreational
Sports
8:00-11 :00 p.m.
Friday
12:15-1:30•
doesn 't want to limit you to only
Saturday
12:00-5 :00 p.m.
jogging. You may accumulate
Sunday
12:00-5:00 p.m.
points by : jogging, swimming, or
• Gym D Only - Faculty Staff Session
.
cycling with ratios of
•• As of March 1, 1979 the evening hours will be 6-11 p.m .
miles/points of 11, 14, and 51
Note: During the months of February and March, priority will
respectively. What's more, you
be given to intramural five-player basketball.
may combine them all and work
toward the 100 mile (or 100
point) goal. ·
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Submit a 3X5 index card each
Monday to the Intramural Office
D-114, D'Angola Gymnasium
Sport
Entry Deildllne Org. MtsFeb. 9
Feb. 13
five-Player Basketball
(see sample on wall outside DOne-On-One Basketball
Feb. 9
Feb. 13
104), with your mileage from the
Feb. 23
Feb. 27
previous week. They will convert
Table Tennis
your mileage into points and
(Singles and Doubles)
chart your progress.
Badminton (Singles & Doubles) Feb. 23
Feb. 27
Wrestling
Ma(. 16
Mar. 20
" Recreate . . . just for the
Tennis Doubles
Mar. 30
Apr. 3
health of itl !" .
Softball
Apr. 6
Apr. 10
••
Soccer
Apr. 6
Apr. 10
CLUB SPORTS
Sign up for the ilbove activities in the lntrilmurill Sports
Scuba Club - Last chance to
Office il5 an lndividuill Player, or pickup a roster for ii
acquire scuba skills at no cost!
Team Entry.
·
Next scuba club not scheduled
• All entries d~ by 12:00 noon on the date lndkilted.
until Spring, 19801 Organizational meeting, Tuesday, Feb-

•
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Skaters Blast Paterson I 0-2,
NJIT 6-2, Scare Ramapo 4-6
by The Wiz
Deresky added a pair of goals for
Slap Shots : Kean Captain Mike
The Kean College Hockey
the playoff bound Squires.
Griffin has extended his scoring
Team (9-8-4) is playin~ their best
Bob Guimaraes, Ed Cooney,
hockey of the season. Eyeing the
streak to 12 games ... Ramapo
Bob Rohlander, Chad Reiber,
Playoffs, the young Squires are
Coach Art Chill says Keans
and Don Gamberdella each
flying high, and the talk around
goalie, Sophomore Lou Nyi tray is
scored a goal in Keans winning
the Met. Conference is once
one of the best young goalies he
effort. John Lang and John
again centering around this
has seen ... Kean inadvertently
Primavera also had two assists
amllzing team . Already, there is
put in 2 of _Ramapo's 6 goals in
each. As in the Ramapo game,
talk of a Kea11-Upsala final in the
scrambles in front of the net ...
Kean dominated third period
Kean
defenseman
Rob playoffs as the best second half
play outshooting Patterson 25-9.
Rohlander scored a picture goal
team is in full gear with one thing
Coach O ' Donnell was quite
in mind, a Met Conference
in the third period against Patterpleased with his teams effort
son as he skated the full length of
Championship.
sighting the fact that it 's not just a
the ice and put it by the goalie.
The Squires beat a hot N.J .1.T.
few guys playing well , but a total
team 6-2, as John Lang paced the
ltA0ING Sl.O11~11~
team effort.
hard hitting attack with. two
C A
Pts
PM
Kean will next face a tough
goals. N.J.I.T. took an early 2-0
I. Mik e l,ri ll in
15 l b
41
Jb
1tt lij
Jb
J7
Ltd U eresky
lead before the Squires put their · Southern Connecticut team on
J.
Jo
hn
t'rimavera
15
1.l
1.7
109
Saturday night at E'lmsford. Nt>w
system to work and came up with
4. Jo h n La n i(
1J 10
.lJ
York . Game time is 8:30 p.m . and
the big win. Ed Deresky, John
5. Uan Leliano
!:I 11
l.O
4b
b. t d Loo 11ev
7
ij
15
24
it will be the Metropolitan
Primavera, Captain Mike Griffin,
l. Uon Uambardella
5
ts
1J
.lb
Hockey Conferenc_e game of the
and Chad Reiber each contriLoalie : Lou Nv n rav
week . Three sta rs : Lou Nyitray,
<.,.imes
~hots
Loals Allowed AYerage
buted goals in the winning ef15
4bb
bl
4.0J
• Mike Griffin and John Lang.
fort.
Kean 's Goalie Lou Nyitray gets set ·tor another shot on goal as Bob
The next stop for the Squires
Rohlander looks on.
express was what all know~
ledgeable hockey people called
a super miss-match, facing Kean
against the number one Eastern
Hockey power Ramapo . Kean
went into the game a plus ten
goal underdog, and came out
but my times still aren ' t down to 50, 100,200 and 500 freestyle, the
UNION - Barbara McGregor, unbeaten at any distance and in
with what Coach Tom O ' Donnell
where
they should
be," 100 butterfly, the 10,0 backstroke
a sophomore from Roselle, has any stroke. Even the relay teams
called the biggest moral victory
McGregor said. " I hope to do a and the 100 individual medley
become the backbone of the are unbeaten , when she is
in their history.
lot better by the end of the without a loss. The Squirettes are
Kean College swimming team .
thrown in to anchor them.
Kean tied up the big Ramapo
season .'-'
McGregor is in the kind of rut
" I have to be happy with the
currently 4-2 and McGregor is
team from the start, sending two
McGregor, 19, has swum the 17-0 individually and 10-0 with
every athlete is striving for. She is fact that I haven 't been beaten,
men in deep. The experienced
the relay teams .
and
multi-talented
Ramapo
" I don 't always swim all the
team held on to a 6-4 victory as
relays, but when I do the other
the Squires were shelling th,eir
gids usually give me a big lead to
goalie at the final buzzer. -You
work with ," McGregor said.
would never know the real victor
" Our medley relay team is real
as the banged-up Ramapo team
good and we' re getting better all
limped into their dressing room
the time."
as a jubilant and garlant Kean
The other girls on the medley
team surrounded their goalie
team include Debbie Adams of
Lou Nyitray, who played his best
South Amboy, Nanette Lozier of
game ever, turning back 43 of 49
Westville and Barbara Van OIV
Ramapo shots on goal.
of Westmont .
John Lang became Kean 's
McGregor has done the 50
number two all time scorer as he
free in 26.2 and the 100 free in
recorded his 100th point with his
58.1, but _is looking to knock af
first of a two goal third period .
least one and two seconds off
Don Gambardella and Mike
each, respectively.
Griffin also s<:ored for Kean ,
"It 's going to take a lot of hard
while 9efe nseman Dan Celiano
work," McGregor said . " It's also
had two assists. Ramapo just
important to be pushed . You
came off a stunning victory in the
always swim better when you see
Naval Academy Holiday tournasomeone right next to you . Then
ment which is the division
you know, you might get beat if
threes' most competitive tournayou don ' t push ."
ment.
McGregor's one big regret i~
The very next night Kean faced
that she started competitive
Western division L'eader Wm.
swimming so late. She could be
Patterson (11-2-3) in a big league
much more advanced than she is
encounter. The Icemen picked
now.
up right wher..e they left off with
" I \-Vas on the club team in the
Ramapo and scored an impressummer, but never really took it
sive 10-2 upset. Captain Mike
seriously until I was 16,"
Griffin recorded yet another
McGregor said. " By then it's too
Thats not whitewater, it's Kean's Women's Swi~ Team stroking their way to a winning s~ason.
three goal hat trick and Ed
late to think on a national 'or
international level. "
"But Bill Reichle asked me to
swim for his Cranford Recreation Team when I was 16 and that
got me started . I learned alot
from him, but you had to be
under 18 to swim on the team so I
I
was there for only two ¥ears. "
' 'I went to Union College for a
The Kinks ·
year and got a little out of co ndi on March 1
tion ; that's why I transferred to
Tickets go on sale noon
Kean ," she continued. " I like it
here. The girls on the team are
today, further informagreat. We' ve all become good
tion on page 15.
friends. "
••
In a recent meet against Fordham, McGregor knocked 20
seconds 9ff the school record in
Miss Margarida's Way
the 500-freestyle, covering the
Feb. 14 & 15
distance in 5:50.5. And she won
the race by 42 seconds. She also
Tickets availabl~ now
holds the school mark in the 100
See Page 8
(58.1) and is the 200 free (2:07.9) .
" I guess my goals for the year
Whenever the Kean College the team in scoring with 15 goals and is a sure pick for this years
are for us to have a winning
All-Star
team.
As
captain
,
Mike
is
and
26
assists.
He
recently
scored
Hockey Team takes the ice, opseason and for me to stay unhis 100th point to become Kean 's a leader off the ice as well as on .
posing coaches have one
The Valerie Hammer
defeated. I think we should win
His
attitude
and
desire
to
win
is
all
time
leading
scorer
.
He
thought in mind, tying up Senior
the rest of our meets. I' d also like
Project in "Copernicus"
Capta_in Mike Griffin. Mike is a currently has a career total of 54 transferred to his teammates and
to do well in the state meet and
has
helped
the
Kean
College
goals
ahd
62
assists
for
116
poirits.
graduate of Roselle Catholic and
Feb. 13 at 8 p.m.
Hockey
Team
become
known
as
the Easterns."
Mike is as good defensively ·as
resides in Elizabeth, New Jersey.
Free tickets in CC143
McGregor is an Art Education
the one of the most powerful
offensively. Coach Tom O ' DonHe majors in Economics and is an
hockey
teams
in
Division
111
major,
looking for a career in
nell feels Mike is one of the best
above average student. This year
fashion illustration.
hockey.
two way players in the league
Mike, who plays center, leads

McGregor Sets Swimmers Pace

Athlete of the Week
Ice Hockey Captain Mike Griffin
-"
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